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Summary 
Background: Family caregivers in Bangladesh play an important role in providing care to 

physically disabled patients who can't do work or walk without any form of assistance. Although 

family caregivers' assistive part in making a disabled person's life easier and less miserable is 

known the obstacles they face in providing care and the coping techniques they implement are still 

understudied in Bangladesh. So, the purpose of this study is to explore the day-to-day life 

experience of family caregivers in Bangladesh taking care of physically disabled adult persons. 

Aim: This study aims to identify common burdens of family caregivers, barriers to providing care, 

measures they are taking, social responses toward them, and how they are coping with them. 

Method: A qualitative research method was adopted by conducting interviews of 11 participants 

(adult family caregivers including 7 females and 4 males) following a semi-structured interview 

guide at the Centre for Rehabilitation of Paralyzed, Savar, Dhaka, Bangladesh from January 28 to 

February 03, 2023. The interviews were transcribed verbatim into Bengali first and then translated 

to English before analysis. A thematic Analytical approach was taken to analyze and interpret the 

data. The data were read repeatedly to make sense as a whole, then meaning units were extracted 

and codes were produced by systematic categorization. These codes were then sorted according to 

similarities and differences to group them under sub-themes. Coherent subthemes were then 

divided into unique themes to produce the result. 

Results: Five themes emerged: (1) Unfolding a Family Caregiver’s Journey, (2) Hurdles to 

Overcome: Sacrifices and Burdens, (3) Effective Caregiving: Obstacles, Measures, and 

Techniques, (4) Social Responses and Coping Strategies, and (5) Supports and Expectations: 

Making The Journey Easier. Family caregivers develop their roles after certain sacrifices and 

considerations that involve physical and emotional burdens. The positive aspects of caregiving 

were personal satisfaction and development, being rewarded afterlife, and connection buildup with 

the care-receiver.  Inaccessible roads and transports, a lack of necessary ramps, lifts, and assistive 

devices, and financial crises made it harder for them to ensure treatment and rehabilitation for their 

patient. Key management techniques were patience, training, support from family and friends, 

institutes, and believing in God. However, positive attitudes towards caregivers were rarely seen 

as society mostly showed negative attitudes; these were handled by silence, ignoring, self-

understanding, and sometimes raising their voices and giving constructive messages to society. 

Conclusion: Family caregivers’ roles in Bangladesh are broader and more complex than they 

appear. Collaborative measures, policies, and continued further studies are requirements to ensure 

their well-being. 

Keywords: Family Caregiver, Physically Disable, Disability, CRP, Centre for Rehabilitation of 

Paralyzed, Savar, Burden, Qualitative Analysis, Bangladesh, Caregiver Experience, Coping 

Techniques, Society Response, COVID-19, Pandemic, Pregnancy in Disability, Rehabilitation, 

SDG, UN, Policy,  Caregiver Peer Support.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In many Asian countries, regardless of the availability of resources, family members give care 

while staying in the patient’s room at hospitals and residences (1). People have always supported 

family members and they feel close emotionally, physically, and financially (2). Traditionally, 

emotional support and practical help are common in families (aging parents, grandparents, and 

other family members) when they are unable to care for themselves (3). Family caregivers are 

typically those who offer unpaid, continuous support with daily living tasks or essential daily living 

activities to those with chronic diseases, impairment, or disability (4, 5). The caregiving domains 

are multifaceted, varied, and extensive because carers frequently assist patients in their care not 

only with physical needs (such as basic and instrumental activities of daily living), but also with 

psychological, financial, and social needs (such as making medical bill payments, scheduling or 

accompanying appointments), and medical needs (such as nursing, medication administration, and 

titration) (6). Members of the family are essential in providing long-term care for patients and 

loved ones, but evidence shows that caring for patients with disabilities places a heavy load on 

family caregivers (7). The majority of the care load is now placed on family members due to 

several factors, including population aging, longer lifespans for older persons with serious chronic 

illnesses and disabilities, and a poorly financed and dispersed social and health support system (2). 

Because of these responsibilities, carers frequently experience extreme stress and run the danger 

of developing carer overload and deteriorating physical and mental health (8). The number of 

people who take on this role, the length and intensity of care given, and the complexity of the care 

delivered have changed over the past decades (2). A longitudinal study of the caregiver health 

effects found that many caregivers have both positive and negative experiences while caregiving 

(9). At present, disability affects approximately 1 billion people or around 16% of the world’s 

population, and the figure is growing due to population aging and the prevalence of 

noncommunicable illnesses (10). In the context of Bangladesh, according to “Persons with 

Disabilities Rights and Protection Act 2013” of Bangladesh (11), 2.80% of people are disabled 

overall; this includes 3.28 percent of men and 2.32 percent of women, 2.89 percent of people living 

in rural regions and 2.45 percent of people living in urban areas (11). It is 2.24 percent for adults 

18–49 years old, and 9.83 percent for the population 65 years and older (11). About 1.35 percent 
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of the population is physically disabled including 1.66 percent of men and 1.03 percent are female 

(12). These figures are from 2013 and the worldwide disability burden is increasing day by day. 

Hence, the current situation might be different; most likely the situation in Bangladesh aligns with 

the rest of the world, because, a burgeoning economy, illiteracy, income redistribution, and an 

increase in the frequency of chronic illnesses all contribute to the burden of current impairment or 

disability (13). A recent study published in 2023 suggests that around 3% of Bangladesh’s overall 

population is disabled and physical disability is the most common type of disability (14). Also, 

disability management and medical rehabilitation are not health priorities in Bangladesh, as they 

are in other developing nations, with the present emphasis on acute and basic primary healthcare 

services (13). 

Different definitions of physical disability based on medical and social paradigms exist (15). Any 

physical or mental condition (impairment) that makes it harder for the person with the condition 

to do particular activities (activity limitation) or interact with the world around them (participation 

restrictions) is referred to as a disability (16). Whereas an abnormality of physical components or 

function is the definition of disability or impairment according to the medical or deficit model i.e., 

arthritis, limb loss, lung, or heart problems, however, the true effect of such problems on function 

determines physical impairment (17). Before a condition may be deemed a handicap, it must be 

severe enough to restrict physical activities (17) According to the Persons with Disabilities Rights 

and Protection Act 2013 (Bangladesh) a person with a physical impairment lacks one or both hands 

or legs or is partially or completely paralyzed in hand or leg function and/or cannot balance herself 

without assistance (12). On the other hand, the social definition of physical disability considers an 

impairment to be a social construct (18, 19). The definition of disability is determined by society 

and varies depending on the culture (17). According to the social model of disability, a person with 

a variety of features is rendered disabled by the way society responds to them (17). 

In this study, the term” family caregivers” refers to those who provide unpaid support to someone 

who has physical, psychological, or cognitive limitations and they might be relatives, friends, 

spouses, or neighbors (2). A large and diversified group of people are caregivers, however, they 

are diverse in terms of their ages, closeness to the person for whom they offer care, nature, length, 

and intensity of help, as well as their connection and location with that person (2). A substantial 

body of existing research has used the definition of caregiver burden proposed by Zarit and 

colleagues in 1986, with all of them defining caregiver burden as carers’ perceived deterioration 
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of their emotional or physical health, social life, and financial status while caring for their family 

and relatives (20). The experiences of family caregivers in Bangladesh taking care of physically 

disabled persons are less explored but urgent to mobilize scholarly investigation and practical 

interventions. 

1.2 Research Problem 

Individuals with a chronic disease or disability may require continual support with activities of 

daily living (ADL), such as toileting, eating, bathing, walking, and dressing, as well as activities 

of daily living (IADL) such as shopping, food preparation, housecleaning, and financial 

management, etc. (21). In Bangladesh, it is trending that the length of stay for patients is as short 

as possible to reduce costs, thus resulting in an increased burden on the family of the disabled 

person (22). A burden is a subjective experience felt by caregivers, who sometimes develop 

psychiatric illnesses (22). In this context, service providers, health care professionals, social 

workers, etc. need access to knowledge and insight to understand the perspectives of individual 

experiences involving pressures and demands associated with caring for a person with a physical 

disability and coping strategies (22). Effective, acceptable, and suitable interventions are required 

as well as enhanced education of professionals working with family caregivers (22). To my 

knowledge, no study has fully explored the countrywide disability burden and its related correlates 

in Bangladesh (14). Many researchers have focused on the negative aspects of caring, highlighting 

characteristics such as burden, stress, clinical depression, cognitive impairment, physical health 

issues, and burnout that are widely reported among formal and informal carers (23-27). However, 

little effort is paid to investigating the beneficial aspects or sides of caregiving (28-31).  

There is a dearth of research on developing countries like Bangladesh, but a huge amount of data 

from wealthy nations connects economic well-being with health (32). To the author’s knowledge, 

research exploring the experiences of family caregivers of Bangladesh providing care for 

physically disabled people, their most common burdens while caregiving, motivations, positive 

and negative aspects, obstacles in providing care, awareness about treatment, rehabilitation, and 

medical help-seeking tendencies among them, how society is impacting overall caregiving is 

scarce. Therefore, this master thesis will explore the experiences of the family caregivers of adult 

physically disabled persons in Bangladesh and provide suggestive advice for caregivers, relevant 

healthcare providers, and policymakers. 
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1.3 The Objective of The Study 

The purpose of this study was to identify and understand the everyday experiences of family 

caregivers of physically disabled adults living in Bangladesh. 

The following Research Questions (RQ 1-3) were addressed: 

RQ 1. What is the most challenging part of having a disabled person in a family and the 

common burdens of a caregiver’s day-to-day life in Bangladesh? 

RQ 2. What are the barriers the caregivers are facing while getting medical help and 

rehabilitation for disabled persons and how the family caregivers are managing it? 

RQ 3. What are the family caregivers’ perceptions about how society is treating them, and 

how the caregivers are coping with it? 

This study aimed to develop knowledge about 

• Challenges and common burdens the caregivers face regularly while giving care to the 

disabled person. Inspiration or aspects that might work behind developing coping 

techniques and strategies have been carried out by the caregivers. 

• Identify the knowledge, awareness, affordability, access to rehabilitation therapy, and the 

medical help-seeking tendency among the caregivers for a physically disabled person. 

• Understand what are the things that influence caregivers’ everyday lives positively or 

negatively while giving care to disabled ones. How as a caregiver including his or her 

family with a disabled person deal with these influences? 

• Provide experience-based suggestions to caregivers, relevant healthcare providers, and 

policymakers according to the findings. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Preunderstanding 

The master’s student himself was raised in a family where he has seen his mother providing care 

for his younger brother who was physically disabled from the age of five. Since the master’s 

student’s younger age, he has observed and realized the true sacrifices, burdens, sleepless nights, 

and his mother’s tireless efforts to make his sibling’s life less miserable. Common burdens while 

taking care like bathing, feeding, toileting, hygiene maintenance, seeking medical treatment, and 

rehabilitation were not the only problems that his mother had fought but also heard blaming voices 
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and negative words since day one, however, she didn’t stop caring for her son. The author realized 

that his mother is one of the hundreds and thousands of people who are continuously going through 

this same journey and are typically called “family caregivers”.  

The author has finished his master’s in Pharmacy and has a professional background of working 

with renowned pharmaceutical companies like GlaxoSmithKline, Novartis, and Pfizer.  He closely 

worked with HCPs (Health Care Professionals), NGOs, hospitals, and institutes to generate 

awareness in the field of cancer, vaccination, and osteoporosis. While working he has observed 

patient sufferings and family burdens very closely and physical disability was one of them which 

was also a scenario inside his family.  Keeping that, in mind the master’s student got his inspiration 

to work with the family caregivers of physically disabled persons in Bangladesh, to know in depth 

about their experiences, burdens, motivations, and coping techniques, so that these can be 

documented, analyzed, and utilized for the betterment of not expected yet coming “family 

caregivers”. 

2.2 Study Design and Setting 

The experience of family caregivers while providing care for physically disabled adult patients 

was explored through individual in-depth interviewing by a semi-structured interview guide. The 

study was carried out using a qualitative approach of thematic analysis which is a technique for 

detecting, evaluating, and reporting data patterns or themes (33). The participants were family 

caregivers who were staying with their patients at a rehabilitation center called CRP (Centre for 

Rehabilitation of Paralyzed), Savar, Dhaka, Bangladesh. CRP started its journey in 1979, founded 

by a British-Bangladeshi physiotherapist Valerie Ann Taylor to satisfy the severe needs of disabled 

people and now expanded to 13 centres all over the country. The CRP provides treatment, therapy, 

and rehabilitation for disabled patients and it has residential facilities for temporary stay in the 

Savar District (Head Office) where family caregivers stay with their patients from one week to 

three months.  

2.3 Inclusion Criteria 

Adult family caregivers who have been taking care of a physically disabled person (adult) for more 

than a year were included in this study. Here, physically disabled means persons who can’t walk 

or work without any form of assistance. Family caregivers who were included here were parents, 
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spouses, sons, and daughters of their respective physically disabled adult patients. Family members 

18 years or older and residing at the CRP during the interview period were included in this study.  

 

2.4 Participant Recruitment 

Careful recruitment of participants is crucial for conducting a meaningful study. To make this 

study ethically sound the master’s student did not recruit participants directly by himself. A 

participant recruiter, assigned by the master’s student with the help of CRP, went to the caregivers’ 

rooms to provide oral information about the study and ask if they were interested in giving an 

interview for the study. The participant recruiter was instructed about the study’s purpose, 

duration, and participant recruitment criteria to help the master students recruit the appropriate 

participants for the study. The information page was shared with the participant recruiter 

beforehand so that she could go through the participant recruitment criteria and filter suitable 

participants from a list of probable participants. After contacting, interested participants were then 

given the information page of the study and allowed plenty of time to read through the paper. The 

information page and consent form consisted of six pages where the first two pages explained the 

research questions, aim and objective of the study, and the following pages explained their 

voluntary participation, privacy, and rights. The last page was the consent form where participant 

gave their consent by signing.  It was written in Bengali and English to ensure the participants’ 

understanding. The phone number of the master’s student, his supervisor, and the data protection 

officer was included in the information sheet so that the participants could contact any of them if 

required during or after the study. Then the participants were informed that the master’s student 

would call to introduce himself and ask for final approval from them to make an appointment for 

the interview. It has previously been advised that a minimum sample size of 12 be used in 

qualitative analysis to achieve data saturation (Clarke & Braun, 2013; Fugard & Potts, 2014; Guest, 

Bunce, & Johnson, 2006) (34-37); accordingly, 15 participants consisting of 11 female and 4 male 

participants were shortlisted for interview. But later two of the female participants decided not to 

give the interview and another two interview was excluded from the study later for being too short 

and superficial data. So, finally, 11 participants including 7 females and 4 males were included in 

the study. 
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Table 1. An overview of the participants 

No. Name Age Gender Length of 

Caregiving 

( year) 

Relation 

to the 

Care-

receiver 

Current Status 

of Profession 

Length 

of 

Interview 

HH: MM 

1. Participant 01 60 Female 14 Mother Left job 00:42 

2. Participant 02 35 Female 1.5 Wife Not working due 

to caregiving 

01:15 

3. Participant 03 24 Male 2 Son Working 00:33 

4. Participant 04 38 Male 5 Husband Working 00:48 

5. Participant 05 47 Male 11 Husband Working 00:19 

6. Participant 06 32 Female 10 Wife Couldn’t finish 

studies 

00:21 

7. Participant 07 45 Female 22 Wife Started working 

after being a 

caregiver 

00.35 

8. Participant 08 26 Female 1 Daughter Higher Study 

interrupted 

00:25 

9. Participant 09 39 Male 8 Husband Working 00:37 

10. Participant 10 63 Female 2 Wife Started working 

after being a 

caregiver 

00:21 

11. Participant 11 43 Female 8 Mother Not working  00:58 

 

2.5 Data Collection 

The qualitative interviews took place between January 28, 2023, to February 03, 2023. As it was 

prohibited to enter the patients’ rooms at the CRP, the interviews took place in the territory of CRP 

(indoor and outdoor places). Participants were asked about their experience of caregiving a 

physically disabled adult person. A semi-structured interview guide was used and interviews were 

audio recorded. Examples of follow-up questions were “Can you elaborate” or “What did you 

mean by that?”. These were used to explore in depth. To prevent interruptions during the interview 

a dedicated meeting room was allocated from CRP where 4 of the interviews took place, whereas 

1 was conducted in the canteen, 2 in the corridor, and 4 outdoors in the CRP area. The places were 

different because of the participants’ availability, comfort, and flexibility. The interview duration 

was between 19 minutes to 1.15 hours depending on the openness and expressibility of the 

participants. During the entire interview period, the master’s student stayed at the CRP for one 

week paying for a single guest room. Staying inside the institution helped to offer the participants 
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greater flexibility of timing as some of them were free in the morning, whereas, some others 

preferred the afternoon or evening. This also helped the author to better understand the 

participants’ life world. In addition, it helped the interpretation of the data and the quality of the 

data collected. 

2.6 Data Analysis 

All of the participants were native Bengali speakers so the interviews were taken in Bengali 

language. The interviews were audio-recorded and then transcribed verbatim. Transcriptions were 

then translated into English but it was ensured that the meaning remained the same and held its 

originality. Thematic Analytical approach which was closely related to Braun and Clarkes’(2006) 

work (33) was adopted because the patterns emerging from data were more capturing and adaptive 

to thematic analysis. Some phases of theme analysis are comparable to phases of other qualitative 

research, therefore these stages are not completely exclusive to thematic analysis (33). The steps 

of analysis according to Braun and Clarke (2006) (33) were as follows- 

Step 01- Familiarizing with Data: The data were examined several times and read 

actively- looking for patterns, meanings, and other things (33). Before starting coding, the 

complete data set was read at least once which helped to change thoughts, and the ability to see 

potential changes in the data (33). 

Step 02- Initial Code Generation: After reading the data and becoming acquainted with 

it, a preliminary list of the items in the data and interesting points about them were made (33). That 

means, meaning units or data extracts were produced. Next, initial codes were generated using the 

data. Codes define a component of the data (semantic content or latent) that is noteworthy and can 

be related to the most basic segment, or element, of the raw data or information that can be assessed 

in a meaningful way regarding the phenomenon (38). 

Step 03- Searching for Themes: Sorting the various codes into prospective themes and 

compiling all the pertinent coded data extracts within the themes that have been found were 

constituted in this step, which refocuses the study at the wider level of themes rather than codes 

(33). In short, codes were examined to find out how many codes may come together to create a 

larger theme. Tables were used as a visual representation to help sort different codes into themes. 

Some of the original codes developed into major themes and others into sub-themes that helped in 

illustrating the order of meaning within the data and in providing structure to particularly broad 

and complicated themes (33). Finally, at the end of this stage, a list of potential themes, sub-
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themes, and all coded data extracts related to them were sorted and the relative importance of the 

individual themes was sensed. 

Table 2: Example of Data Analysis Procedure (From Data Extract to 

Theme) 

Data Extract/ Meaning Unit Codes Sub-theme Theme 

“I became more sick, I became a 

prisoner of that house and for 

him.” 

 

“Thinking about money and 

everything, we have also seen 

that we cannot take the 

treatment ourselves, we cannot 

take care of ourselves.”  

Captivity due 

to caregiving 

 

 

Financial 

crisis 

Sacrificing 

Caregiver’s Interest 

and Financial Burden 

Hurdles to 

Overcome: 

Sacrifices and 

Burdens 

 

 

 

Step 04- Reviewing Themes: In this stage, refinement of themes was done by assorting 

themes that were divergent or lacked supporting data, and overlapping (33). Patton’s (1990) dual 

criteria for judging categories- internal homogeneity and external heterogeneity were taken into 

account (39). Meaning, that the data contained in each theme made sense when combined, and the 

themes themselves were easily distinguished from one another. In addition, if any extra 

information inside themes was overlooked in previous coding phases,  recoding was done as it is 

a continuous, natural process and expected (33). 

Step 05- Defining and Naming Themes: Naming and defining each theme were done in 

this step by figuring out the “essence” of each theme (individual and collective) and the specific 

piece of data that each theme highlighted (33). Finally, the themes’ scope and content were refined 

and articulated in a way that they were well explained and concentrated (33). 

Step 06- Results Writing: Finally, results were written by providing a succinct, rational, 

logical, non-repetitive, and engaging explanation of the tale the data convey, both within and 

between themes (33). The prevalence of the theme was supported by providing enough data 
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extracts and vivid examples (33). Lastly, the analytical narrative was produced and arguments 

were made concerning the research questions. 

 

2.7 Ethical Dimension, Data Protection, and Participant’s Rights 

The researcher was duly concerned about the ethical standpoint of the study. The Ethical Review 

Committee of the Centre for Rehabilitation of Paralyzed (ERC-CRP), Savar, Dhaka, Bangladesh 

permitted the study at their institute after the researcher addressed the concerns raised by the 

committee members. Bangladesh Medical Research Council (BMRC) like Regional Committees 

for Medical and Health Research (REK) in Norway provides approval for studies which is directly 

related to patients and process health-related data. This study is neither directly linked to any 

patients nor processes any medical or health-related data approval from only the Norwegian 

Agency for Shared Services in Education and Research (Sikt) was taken to conduct the study. To 

ensure compliance with the requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation and Personal 

Data Act, Sikt evaluated the research protocol. Adult participants aged 18 years and above, 

competent to give consent were provided with information pages and a consent form so that they 

could participate in the study by their own choice. Participants’ understanding of the purpose and 

nature of the study, types of questions asked, reasons for asking them to participate, the risks and 

benefits of engaging in the study, their rights as a participant, their written consent to ensure that, 

they were informed and well aware of their rights and their participation is voluntary were ensured 

to make this study ethically sound. All of the participants’ data were kept secure and confidential. 

Their names and contact information were replaced by a unique code that the researcher could 

only decode. The list of individual identities, contact information, and corresponding codes was 

separated from the remaining data and secured thoroughly by encryption and physical locking in 

a safe place. The consent forms were also placed in a separate file folder and locked physically in 

a secure place. No unauthorized person is allowed to use or get access to any of these confidential 

data. This study does not include any data that can personally identify a participant. Any sensitive 

information, name, or critical health information was removed from the data that was used in this 

study. Finally, the participants were well aware of their rights to update any data they provided 

and to partly or completely remove their data from the study. 
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3. Results 
Five themes including fifteen subthemes emerged after a thematic analysis of the data. “Unfolding 

a Family Caregiver’s Journey”, “Hurdles to Overcome: Sacrifices and Burdens”, “Effective 

Caregiving: Obstacles, Measures and Techniques”, “Social Responses and Coping Strategies”, 

and “Supports and Expectations: Making The Journey Easier” were the five core theme. The first 

theme elaborates on the development of the caregiver role, how the journey starts, and the 

motivations and mindset behind caregiving. The second theme emerged as the sacrifices they offer 

and the common physical, mental, and financial burdens they suffer. The third theme describes 

obstacles the caregivers face while providing care, and the measures, and techniques they 

developed for effective caregiving, and the fourth theme describes how the neighboring society is 

treating them and how they process the attitudes of the society by coping techniques. Finally, the 

fifth one illustrates their expectation of getting help and support for caregiving. The results and 

discussions were written by answering the Research Questions by using parenthesis. (RQ1), 

(RQ2), and (RQ3). While providing quotation (…) term means there were some data in between 

which were irrelevant. 

 

Table 3: Overview of themes and subthemes with their relevant 

codes and meaning units. 

Theme Sub-theme Codes Data Extract/Meaning Unit 

Unfolding a 

Family 

Caregiver’s 

Journey 

Caregiver Role 

Development 

Change in attitude More courageous, still feel that I am not the same 

as I was before, and very soft-hearted.  

Mutual Understanding This is where we as caregivers have to be very 

conscious of not doing anything that will upset 

that disabled person. 

Mindset and  

Motivation 

Behind 

Caregiving 

Change in Mindset When Challenges come must be accepted. 

Family bonding as a 

motivation 

I can’t think of my child as a burden. I feel 

burdened but I have to do it. 

Motivation from result Maybe it’s too slow, but it’s happening.  

Hurdles to 

Overcome: 

Sacrifices and 

Burdens 

Sacrificing 

Caregiver’s 

Interest and 

Financial Burden 

Captivity due to 

caregiving 

I became more sick, I became a prisoner of that 

house and for him. 

Financial Burden Since the cost is high this month, I will buy in the 

month when the cost is low. 
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Physical and 

Emotional 

Burden 

Stress on the body and 

physical health 

Such as my back pain, shoulder pain. It has been 

seen that my age is several times older than usual. 

Mental breakdown 

during caregiving 

It hurts me to see his friends, my son cannot lead 

a healthy life like them. 

Effective 

Caregiving: 

Obstacles, 

Measures and 

Techniques 

Obstacles to 

Providing Care 

and Welfare 

Obstacles to getting 

medical aid and 

rehabilitation  

In one place the doctor sits up there but there is 

no lift or no ramp. I had to hire one or two guys 

to lift my husband on their lap to climb the stairs.  

Patients like my son can’t survive in villages, 

medicines are not available, and catheters are not 

available. 

Awareness 

About Medical 

Aid, 

Rehabilitation, 

and Training 

Awareness about 

treatment facilities 

They should see and know what work is done in 

any institution of the country, and how any health 

treatment is given. 

Physical and 

Mental Wellness 

Equal importance to 

physical and mental 

health 

It won’t happen if you just work. Everything is 

needed, I think, when it comes to working in an 

organization. 

Patience Patience as a tool for 

caregivers 

The first thing for those who handle these 

patients is patience. 

Social 

Responses 

and Coping 

Strategies 

Mixed Response 

from the Social 

Environment 

Negative social 

response toward 

caregiver and disability 

There (at home), if you see a patient in a 

wheelchair all alone, people also stare. 

The positive social 

response toward 

caregivers 

Now those who say to us when, I, I walk with my 

husband, now they say hurrah!!  

Fear about the social 

response 

We live in such a society that whatever we do, we 

think about what society will say. How will 

society see it? 

Message to 

Society 

Message to society So if this can be done personally or socially, ten 

people will see and learn. 

Coping 

Strategies 

Fight against society If I heard, I would have said. I would answer 

each 

Fight against negativity People around me say a lot about me but I don’t 

care what they say. 
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Supports and 

Expectations: 

Making The 

Journey 

Easier 

Supports Expectation to get 

family support 

At that moment, if my family or at least my 

family or those around me, if they at least showed 

me a little sympathy, then I would feel very good.  

Expectation to get 

physical help and 

support 

Words cannot express how much support is 

needed.  

Caregiver Peer 

Support 

Supporting another 

family caregiver 

If the caregiver talks to another caregiver, the 

mind will be lightened or there will be some 

refreshment. Some experiences will be shared, 

experiences will be exchanged.  

Organizational 

Support 

Support from therapists 

& rehabilitation centers 

Making him understand what the problem is and 

bringing him back to normal, seems best to me. 

Support from employer The office needs to have some rules that, at least 

if it is special, there needs to be a separate rule in 

that case. 

Future 

expectation 

Expectations for 

upcoming days 

Maybe something better will come for me 

someday.  

 

Theme 01: Unfolding a Family Caregiver’s Journey 

Every family caregiver from the very first day kept evolving their role as it wasn’t created 

overnight. The establishment of the role, the mutual relationship between the family caregiver and 

disabled person, the motivation behind caregiving, and the preparation of mindset were the major 

components of a family caregiver’s journey. 

Caregiver Role Development 

Starting a journey as a family caregiver was a mixture of different attitudes and understanding. For 

some it was unexpected and devastating, meaning they were not prepared for this road of life.  

“I did not realize that he(her husband) would have such a critical condition and I didn’t 

realize that it meant so much to me to go through such a journey.” (Participant 02) 

 “Then I went blank. Nothing was working in my head. So, it seemed that maybe if I tried 

it(the condition of the patient) would be alright. At first, we had no idea what the effect(of 

disability) would be.” (Participant 08) 

Interestingly, some of the participants started their caregiver journey by marrying a disabled male 

or female partner. Reasons for taking this pathway varied from childhood friendship, affection or 
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love between caregiver and disabled person, liberal or progressive thinking, social responsibilities, 

etc.  

“We (Caregiver and Disabled Partner) have been friends since childhood. So, we were 

always together but we never thought of doing that (Marriage to a disabled person).” (Participant 

04) 

“I used to think a little leftist. I mean, I used to think a bit progressive. We used to dream 

of a beautiful society; we used to dream of a society without class discrimination… if we can at 

least play a small role in society means we can marry a disabled girl.” (Participant 09) 

 

From a normal life to full-time family caregiving made some of the participants stronger and more 

confident about decision-making: 

“More courageous, still feel that now I am not the same as I was before, and very soft-

hearted… I mean I wasn’t very strong myself. Now I can make many decisions on my own. Maybe 

I couldn’t think like that before.” (Participant 08) 

 

Communication, understanding, and feelings were significant to building up companionship 

between the caregiver and the care receiver. Some of the caregivers showed care and a 

compromising attitude toward disabled patients, whereas some others expressed regrets about job 

sacrifices, imprisonment in their own house, and physical and mental stress of not getting enough 

time for their own due to excessive engagement in caregiving (RQ 1): 

“Sometimes I get angry with him that I quit my job for you, I have to drop everything for 

you, I can’t go anywhere, I can’t do anything.” (Participant 01) 

But at the end of the day, mutual understanding was seen as developed over time, which fuels the 

further caregiving journey. To bring out a married partner from a disabled situation (RQ 1), 

participants stood by their (disabled person) side which is a reflection of deeper feelings and love 

for their disabled partner:  

“I always thought that situation If I didn’t hold his hand, hold his up, he wouldn’t be able 

to come out of this life.” (Participant 02) 
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Married caregivers also have needs and desires like sexual desire and the lifestyle of a healthy 

couple(RQ 1), though they didn’t leave their disabled partner just because their (caregiver) needs 

or desires were not met. 

“In this case, I didn’t leave her just because my needs were not met, or it’s not like I don’t 

have a relationship with her anymore.” (Participant 04) 

 

According to caregivers, disabled persons became upset for becoming a burden to the caregiver 

and showed care, sympathy, and understanding for the overall situation of the caregiver.  Mutual 

sympathy and understanding between them were shown. According to the caregivers, over time 

the disabled person tried to cope and be more independent and thus call or engage the caregivers 

less than before so that the caregiver can feel more relaxed and less stressed: 

“He (disabled person) is also upset, he is upset. Sometimes regrets that “You cost a lot for 

me. You sacrifice a lot.” … He used to be sicker, but now I understand, now he doesn’t disturb me 

so much.” (Participant 01) 

 

Caregiving to a physically disabled person also includes taking care of the disabled person’s 

mental health (RQ 1). If the psychological state of the disabled person is not understood, proper 

caregiving can’t be assured (RQ 1): 

“This is where we as caregivers have to be very conscious of not doing anything that will upset 

the disabled person… I have to understand the person I am caring for; I have to understand her 

mentality, I have to understand her perspective. So according to this, she has to get nursing.” 

(Participant 09) 

A small harsh word, a simple act of negligence, not responding or late response to a disabled 

person when they are calling for help might upset a disabled person (RQ 1). This may result in a 

misunderstanding between the caregiver and the disabled person which will make it harder for 

both of them to maintain a healthy relationship (RQ 1). 

 

Mindset and Motivation Behind Caregiving 

Whether the family caregivers were prepared for their journey to care for a physically disabled 

person or not, strong mindsets were seen as a fighting tool. Some were carrying out this mindset 

from the very beginning and some participants developed this over time. Some caregivers were 
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stubborn in their decision to marry a disabled person. They held that mindset and fought against 

family and friends (RQ 1): 

“They know what I want, what I insist on, I do. So, they understood that since it was 

catching, I would not leave without doing this.” (Participant 09) 

“This supporting mindset must exist… To do this continuously, to do this patiently, to do 

this tolerably, is a great thing.” (Participant 09) 

“I will put my life partner through whatever comes in my life, I want to see the smile on 

his face again.” (Participant 02) 

Also according to the caregivers, caregiving isn’t an easy task so there should be a strong, patient, 

and tolerant mindset which is necessary to aim for the well-being of the disabled person. On the 

other hand, believing in self was dominant for some of the family caregivers, whereas, some 

showed positivity despite not getting the expected things in their lives. 

“This is the biggest fact I think, being you, without the people you are, it is not right to 

think that your world will not run without them.” (Participant 08) 

“Maybe I got less, and you got more. I am happy with this.” (Participant 07) 

Participants emphasized believing in self meaning that to be self-dependent. Being dependent on 

others will only make someone weaker and less confident. Also, it is important not to complain 

about lacking in life but to be thankful for whatever someone already has because not everyone 

gets everything in their life, someone gets less, and someone gets more. 

Motivation lies between family bonding or strong feelings for the disabled persons’ recovery, and 

believing in miracles while some accept caregiving as a responsibility resulting from love. Though 

holding this motivation and continuing caregiving was found challenging (RQ 1) participants 

didn’t feel their disabled offspring was a burden or load instead they showed their low probable 

anticipation and believed in the miracle that their son or daughter could walk or do things like 

normal people one day. A similar was seen with participants who were taking care of their 

husbands. The expectation to see the care receiver walking and working like normal people seemed 

as a resource of motivation: 

 “I can’t think of my child as a burden. I feel burdened but I have to do it… This is what I 

want if I could see him healthy before I die if he could walk.” (Participant 01) 

“I want to cure him as such. I am here to support him, to bring him back to his former 

life… Miracles happen in people’s lives, indeed.” (Participant 02) 
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Sometimes participants cared for their disabled person from their responsibility. It was like giving 

back care to the parents who had taken care of the participants when they (caregivers) were 

children. Some participants compared this caregiving responsibility to their husband as they were 

giving care to their mother if she (mother) was alive and old and needed care:  

“I feel it is my responsibility. I don’t want my mother to be dependent on anyone. This is 

actually where my motivation lies.” (Participant 08) 

‘I lost my mother when I was young, and I take care of my husband like I cared for my 

mother.” (Participant 12) 

 

Theme 02: Hurdles to Overcome: Sacrifices and Burdens 

This study aimed to identify family caregivers’ day-to-day life experiences including their burdens 

and the sacrifices they are making. Prioritizing caregiving over a job, mental breakdown due to 

long-term caregiving, enormous physical burden, and financial crisis in the family were a few of 

the burdens they regularly face despite their condition (RQ 1).  

 

Sacrificing Caregiver’s Interest and Financial Burden 

Irrespective of family caregivers’ role in Bangladesh being non-paid, it brings along a lot of 

sacrifices offered by the family caregivers (RQ 1). Like the financial crisis, sacrificing caregivers’ 

self-interest, and job sacrifices to allocate more time to the disabled person were few of them (RQ 

1). Being the only available resource to take care of the disabled person often made a few of the 

participants captive in their own houses (RQ 1): 

“I quit my job, he got sick, got bad. I was damaged on both sides… He also suffered from 

getting sick, and I also suffered by leaving the job. I became sicker, I became a prisoner of that 

house and for him.” (Participant 01) 

“And I couldn’t even think of leaving the house with this patient, let alone my professional 

life… And now we don’t even dare to say our likes and dislikes. This is our life; we have to accept 

it.” (Participant 02) 

The caregivers don’t get the chance to choose between options and preferences (RQ 1). Sacrificing 

daily needs, even treatment which was necessary for the physical health and wellness of a family 

caregiver (RQ 1), some of the participants expressed their struggles in handling expenses (RQ 1): 
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“Thinking about money and everything, we have also seen that we cannot take the 

treatment ourselves, we cannot take care of ourselves.” (Participant 02) 

“Since the cost is high in this month, I will buy in the month when the cost is low. This is 

how I balance it.” (Participant 07) 

As the disabled partner can’t earn most of the time and the caregiver either solely earns for the 

family or does not earn at all, it is difficult for them to cover the daily expenses of family life (RQ 

1). They even adjust it month to month meaning shifting a necessary purchase or expense to the 

next month to curtail cost (RQ 1). 

 

Physical and Emotional Burden 

The most common and almost every participant mentioned the enormous physical load (RQ 1). 

They were taking care of physically disabled adults who usually have more body weight compared 

to a child or an elderly, it was quite challenging for the family caregiver to deal with regular chores 

like giving a bath, taking to the toilet, maintaining proper hygiene, etc. of their corresponding 

disabled person (RQ 1). They mentioned pain in the hands, and shoulders, backs and even 

explained that they felt like their ages had increased more than usual (RQ 1). 

“Such as my back pain, shoulder pain. It has been seen that my age is several times older 

than usual… I feel that because of this situation, I feel that my age has increased more.” 

(Participant 02) 

“I have a problem when I lift him in the chair when I put him in the bathroom, I have a 

problem with my hand… It costs, I can’t, but I have to. No, there is no way.” (Participant 01) 

The caregivers had no choice but to continue the care they were providing as there was no other 

way and this is making the pain worse (RQ 1). Working participants shared that being sleepless 

for a few hours is okay but being sleepless night after night will put tremendous tiring pressure on 

the professional work in the daytime (RQ 1). 

 “A person can do it for four to five hours. Then I wouldn’t be able to be normal at work, it 

will be a little hectic brother.” (Participant 04) 

Disability-related family burden, mental breakdown from frustration and words from surrounding 

people, not getting expected improvement or recovery of the disabled person’s physical condition 

from caregiving. Were common causes of an emotional burden for participants (RQ 1).   
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“If one person in the family is sick, then the whole family becomes sick. Money lost, 

physically ill, humanly we are all sick, for one.” (Participant 01) 

 “It hurts me to see his friends, my son can’t lead a healthy life like them.” (Participant 11) 

Having a disabled person in a family means the whole family is sick. The family will suffer in 

terms of money, physically tired, and mentally depressed (RQ 1). Sometimes seeing others having 

a healthy life makes the caregiver feel depressed (RQ 1). The sudden onset of a disability to a 

member of the family can cause devasted married life and uncertainty about the future, what will 

happen to the disabled person in the absence of the caregiver is also a concern for caregivers (RQ 

1).   

“I saw in front of my eyes that my arranged life was shattered, messed up. I see before my 

eyes that the ground beneath my feet has shifted.” (Participant 02) 

“If I die, then sometimes I am concerned about what will happen to him” (Participant 07) 

Mental burdens were so concerning for one participant that suicidal tendencies were prominent: 

“Thoughts, consciousness, feelings are all empty. There were times when I thought I was 

suicidal.” (Participant 02) 

 

Theme 03: Effective Caregiving: Obstacles, Measures, and Techniques 

Family caregivers in Bangladesh face different obstacles, however, considerations and defense 

mechanisms were adopted by the participants in this study. Lack of roads and transportation to 

carry their patients to potential places, lack of training, and obstacles to getting medical aid and 

rehabilitation for the person they are taking care of were the major barricades (RQ 2). Some of 

them were aware of the medical treatment facilities and physiotherapy before becoming family 

caregivers and suggested others keep an open eye, whereas some even got scammed by fraud (RQ 

2). Awareness, balancing working life and personal life, taking necessary leaves from work, and 

training were proven effective for the caregivers according to their experiences (RQ 2). 

 

Obstacles to Providing Care and Welfare 

Family caregivers take care of the disabled persons’ daily needs like feeding, bathing, medicine 

intake, etc. Moreover, they look after medical aid necessities like doctor visits, rehabilitation 

arrangements, physiotherapies, and taking the disabled person to certain places for social 

interaction and welfare (RQ 2).  Doing this, they faced notable difficulties due to a lack of 
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accessible roads and transport, physical barriers like steps and curbs in a hospital or building, lack 

of lifts and ramps, lack of training, and so on (RQ 2): 

“In one place the doctor sits up there but there is no lift or no ramp. Then I had to hire one 

or two guys to lift my husband on their lap to climb the stairs.” (Participant 07) 

Sometimes, the family caregivers experienced difficulties going out for a walk with a wheelchair 

or to attend an invitation (RQ 2). No matter how much the family caregivers try to arrange 

something to refresh their minds, new challenges await with every step (RQ 2).  

“Because I am invited. Both of us would go there together but I could not take my wife due 

to lack of accessibility(lift, ramp) there.” (Participant 04) 

To maintain social responsibilities sometimes the family caregivers had no choice but to attend the 

program without the disabled person or skip attending it as they couldn’t leave the disabled person 

alone at home (RQ 1). 

Caregivers faced difficulties getting maternity-related hospital care for disabled pregnant women 

due to COVID-19 and pandemic-related government restrictions that blocked getting support and 

necessary services (RQ 2). Roads were closed and transportation was not available (RQ 2). As a 

result, it was difficult to bring someone from the family or relative living remotely, to take care 

disabled pregnant wife (RQ 2). Hospitals were not taking patients during the pandemic hit (RQ 2). 

 “At that time many private hospitals were also closing and they would not accept patients. 

There was a fear that if we had this disease, we would spread it… I could not get the support 

because of the government restrictions.” (Participant 04) 

 

Awareness About Medical Aid, Rehabilitation, and Training 

Awareness about medical aid and rehabilitation was found necessary to provide proper care to 

disabled people. The necessity of rehabilitation was well understood though some faced fraud 

while seeking it (RQ 2). Few of the caregivers even expressed their interest in getting devices like 

motorized wheelchairs (RQ 2), which can reduce their physical burden: 

 “There was one beside me, she was coming here(rehabilitation center) with her mother. 

She also said, “You go to CRP.”… Plus I’ve been talking to a few people about wheelchairs that 

can be self-propelled.” (Participant 01) 

 “If he could use a device(motorized wheelchair) to move himself, that would be a little 

more support for me. I would have been a bit freer and had a little more time.” (Participant 07) 
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 “Two times for the treatment of the patient, the money has been lost in the clutches of the 

hypocritical dervish(fraud).” (Participant 10) 

Frauds and charlatans often take the chance to cheat on caregivers lacking in education, 

knowledge, and awareness about medical treatment (RQ 2). They falsely claim that they can cure 

the patient and cheat to take money from unaware caregivers. 

It was seen that training from institutes or motivated self-training from the Internet was quite 

helpful for most of the participants. It fine-tuned caregiving skills which helped reduce loads of 

family caregivers (RQ 2).  

 “After he(physician) taught me, it seemed that they were a little easier for me. Before, I 

didn’t think that I needed this kind of training. When I face it, I understand(necessity of training).” 

(Participant 02) 

Even caregivers mentioned how training and occupational therapies for the physically disabled 

person can help reduce extra work for the caregiver (RQ 2) as the disabled persons were able to 

do very basic chores by themselves. 

“After coming here to CRP, the occupational therapist she has here taught her everything 

she needs to go about her life on her own. So, I don’t need to help her with basic things” 

(Participant 04) 

 

Physical and Mental Wellness 

Balancing work life and caregiving was not easy for the participants (RQ 1) and emphasized taking 

leaves from work and giving personal time for mental and physical wellness as well as effective 

caregiving (RQ 2) to their disabled person. 

 “I think that people with physical challenges or people who have them at home or who 

work with them, need to take some time off from the office.” (Participant 04) 

 “When my husband needs to be taken care of, I schedule that time accordingly. I do it at 

that time.” (Participant 07) 

Time management and scheduling work accordingly were found important to provide effective 

caregiving (RQ 2). It is important to take care of the disabled person’s health and diet, but it is 

equally important for the family caregivers to take care of themselves mentioned by one 

participant. 
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 “We should be very conscious about our diet and also very conscious about our life.” 

(Participant 08) 

 

Patience 

Patience was a key tool; almost all of the participants suggested having patience while giving care 

to a physically disabled person (RQ 2). They defined that it is like a routine and quite difficult to 

keep patience and energy, but it will be fruitful for a caregiver as well as a care receiver in the long 

run, and the results usually come very slowly (RQ 2). Without having patience caregiving can be 

provided for several months to one year but it will be harder to continue longer. 

“It’s(caregiving) not a one-day job, it becomes routine. You have to have the mindset, your 

energy, your patience to do it(caregiving) year after year.” (Participant 09) 

Chances of recovery or showing results are largely dependent on the patience of the caregiver, 

explained one caregiver (RQ 2). Meaning if the caregiver and patient leave the rehabilitation center 

impatiently and discontinue getting therapy then the patients might be stuck rest of their lives in a 

wheelchair or become bedridden (RQ 2). 

“I think those who come, those who leave (rehabilitation center) impatiently, those patients 

are not confined to that chair, but confined to that bed.” (Participant 02) 

 

Theme 04: Social Responses and Coping Strategies 

Family caregivers illustrated their thoughts about living in an environment where they were 

showered with different social responses and interactions (RQ 3). Meaningless blaming from 

surroundings, lack of positive attitudes towards a caregiver, embarrassing questions from curious 

neighborhoods, fear about what other people are thinking, and obligatory social interaction were 

common scenarios (RQ 3). It was amazing to see that some of the participants got positive 

approaches and supporting words from friends and family members, while some others tried to 

deliver constructive messages to society (RQ 3). Coping techniques were believing in god, self-

understanding, not being reactive to social comments, and ignoring but sometimes responding by 

rejoinder (RQ 3). 
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Mixed Responses from the Social Environment 

“We live in such a society that whatever we do, we think what the society will say. How 

will society see it?” (Participant 09) 

The above statement from Participant 09 describes well, that the presence of fear about responses 

and blaming from society makes it difficult for participants to take their patients outside of the 

house (RQ 3). People insensitively stare if they see a disabled person in a wheelchair as if they are 

seeing a curious thing like a cartoon which is quite embarrassing and inferior to the caregiver as 

well as the disabled person (RQ 3). 

 “There (at home), if you see a patient in a wheelchair all alone, people also stare… for 

what it means it(disabled person) becomes like a cartoon, there, in that environment!”(Crying) 

(Participant 01) 

Seeing a disabled person in a wheelchair and a caregiver who is suffering, people assume that, the 

caregiver might sinned and therefore observing punishment (RQ 3). 

 “At that time, I was a big criminal. It seems that I am a great sinner, I have committed 

many sins. If not, why am I facing this kind of situation?” (Crying) (Participant 02) 

Four of the participants who married a disabled person faced questions about whether getting 

financially benefited from marrying a disabled person. People believe that it is uncommon to marry 

a disabled person and if the caregiver is doing it, means he or she might benefit from this to get 

economic solvency (RQ 3) 

 “Our society thinks about marriage if I get married here, there are benefits. Still, see that 

the wife’s father has a lot? Are there resources(that can be taken)? This means seeking economic 

security.” (Participant 09) 

Some even went to a larger extent and suggested the participants not marry a disabled person, 

instead, providing some financial help to that disabled person. 

“Then you support her by giving her money, why get married?...  I may be marrying for 

the greed of my father-in-law’s wealth. Many people are even wondering how many stacks of cash 

I have taken, even asking on my face.” (Participant 05) 

Social responses from family members and friends were sometimes positive (RQ 3). Despite not 

being well accepted by family members like in-laws (RQ 3), these attitudes toward participants 

were sometimes submissive just because there was no one else in the family who could take care 

of that specific disabled person.  
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 “Because it turns out they(in-laws) need me a lot… Even though they are upset about some 

things, it is seen that at the end of the day, they are compromising with me for a yes.” (Participant 

02) 

Even the participant might not have thought about marrying a disabled person in the first place, 

but friends came forward, showed a positive attitude (RQ 3), and insisted on marrying a disabled 

person which can be a responsibility taking on a small part of society. 

 “I first ever thought about this when one of my friends suggested to me if we can take 

responsibility in this place.” (Participant 09) 

 

Message to Society 

One of the participants expressed his experience in a unique way which was a message to society 

according to the participant. He married a disabled person to give a message to society that it can 

be done as a part of social responsibilities. So, society will see and learn from his act that, it is 

quite normal to marry a disabled person and it can serve the purpose of taking a single step of 

social responsibility and make a change in society (RQ 3). 

 “If this(marriage to a disabled person) can be done personally or socially, ten people will 

see and learn.” (Participant 09) 

It is quite uncommon and embarrassing for a caregiver to take a disabled person to market and 

shopping centers (RQ 3) but if it can be done quite often society and people living in it will get 

used to it and will stop commenting and criticizing (RQ 3). The participant explained that society 

will not act weird in the future (RQ 3). 

“But if I go(to market and outside) again and again if they get used to it, they might say 

that there is no point in criticizing here.” (Participant 09) 

 

Coping Strategies 

One of the few coping techniques that family caregivers showed during their interview was 

believing in God (RQ 3) and almost every participant showed submission to God for their 

respective patients’ recovery. Two of them also highlighted that the arrangement of marriage to a 

disabled person was not decided by them but instead a gift from the Creator. Expectations of 

getting benefits in the afterlife in return for caregiving were seen among participants, irrespective 

of the negative social response they got for marrying a disabled person (RQ 3). 
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“The Creator makes miracles happen, meaning that what people say is not true… When 

people are in danger, all the doors are closed, but the doors of God, the creator, are 

open.”(Participant 02) 

“Allah arranged this marriage to me with His own hands and the marriage took place.” 

(Participant 04) 

“Since we are Muslims, I might benefit a bit in the hereafter(benefit at the afterlife).” 

(Participant 05) 

Participants responded in two different ways when fighting against negativity and society. Some 

prefer to be bold and responsive against any negative comments they get while others prefer to be 

silent and relinquish it, sometimes ignoring it (RQ 3). 

 “If I heard, I would have said. I would answer each.” (Participant 07) 

 “I have done many things and fought many words, and many faces. I have faced those 

situations in silence.” (Participant 02) 

 “Even though I wanted to protest I didn’t. Now there is nothing for him in the mind and 

nothing to say to him.” (Participant 05) 

 “People around me say a lot about me but I don’t care what they say.” (Participant 09) 

Some stress-relieving activities (RQ 3) were practiced by a few of the participants where they 

talked to friends, spent time with families of children, and even went for a walk with their 

respective disabled person to feel better. 

 “During those times, I found that if things got too bad, I would talk to a good friend.” 

(Participant 02) 

 “When I feel bad, I talk to my mother, son, or relatives and try to make myself feel better.” 

(Participant 10)  

 

Theme 05: Supports and Expectations: Making The Journey Easier 

Inconsistent journeys like the life of a family caregiver can become easier if they get the expected 

help and support from their surroundings. Participants elaborated on their anticipation from family 

members, friends, neighborhood, institutes like hospitals and rehabilitation centers, therapists, and 

even employer organizations. 
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Supports 

While interviewing participants it was identified that they got positive support from family 

members like sisters, and friends though they sometimes get it negatively. Members of a family 

providing some quality time to a family caregiver and a disabled person were defined as a form of 

support by one of the participants. She added if family members come to visit a disabled person 

they shouldn’t be busy with their phone or just give a formal visit. 

 “If they(family members) had given that time, it would have been quality time for Mom. 

That means not being busy with their phone. It should not be that they came just because they had 

to come.” (Participant 08) 

The expectation of the participants to get support includes physical support for burden reduction, 

emotional support, general help, and support like financial support for operation or mobilization. 

If someone comes forward and takes care of the disabled person for a few hours to 2-3 days the 

caregiver can get some free time to do necessary work or visit a place in case of emergency: 

 “But then I feel like I get some relief, if I can take a little rest I can live. Whoever cooperates, 

I feel like I can breathe now. Yes, if someone comes forward and helps him, keep it(care-receiver) 

with him and I go somewhere for a while or I can go somewhere for a day or two, that seems like 

a great help to me.” (Participant 01) 

“Any cooperation (general help), concerning operations or, concerning finances or 

concerning wheelchairs (for the disabled person), in any way(financial help).” (Participant 01) 

One of the participants detailed how helpless she was in the initial state of caregiving as she was 

expecting physical support to lift his patient from the bed and another participant expected to get 

physical support from a female during his disabled wife’s delivery period (RQ 2). 

 “There has been such a time that the bed is filling up(with urine), I have to call someone 

to pick up my sheets (bed sheets). Brother, please come, help me a little(to change the bed sheet), 

a little, a little.”(Participant 02) 

 “Every pregnant woman who is in a wheelchair user needs a lot of support. At least 

someone should be with her, a female.” (Participant 04) 

Participant 02 illustrated that the family usually takes care of the financial side to pay medical bills 

and other expenses but they lack emotional support for the caregiver (RQ 1). 

 “Family provides financial support, but emotional support is lacking.” (Participant 02) 
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Caregiver Peer Support 

An interesting finding while interviewing participants is that a family caregiver finds it soothing 

or at least thinks that talking and experiencing sharing with other family caregivers is a great source 

of stress relief and refreshment (RQ 1, 2). They find it more homely and close to their heart when 

they see others going through a similar journey, more or less, seeing others doing the same thing, 

the same pathway makes them believe that- if others can do it, we can. Not only that, it increased 

their confidence and some of them even tried to guide and help others (RQ  2). 

 “I now inspire many people to go to CRP(rehabilitation center)… Talking to 

many(patients), seeing and mixing (with other caregivers and patients), many patients 

here(rehabilitation center).” (Participant 01) 

 “This(caregiver journey) is the hard part. Going through this journey. So I like to see 

them(other caregivers), that as they are going, as I am going, many are going through it(same 

caregiving journey).” (Participant 08) 

 “I try to help caregivers of new patients by showing them ways from my experiences. If 

necessary, they come to my house and talk(experience sharing).” (Participant 11) 

From interviewing participants it was clear that female participants were more into experience-

sharing than male ones. For example, one of the male participants knew it was necessary or 

beneficial but was one of them who didn’t prefer to share emotions with others. 

 “I have no idea about this(caregiver experience sharing). Because I’ve never shared so 

much with another caregiver… If the caregiver talks to another caregiver, the mind will be 

lightened or there will be some refreshment. Some experiences will be shared, experiences will be 

exchanged.” (Participant 09) 

 

Organizational Support 

Organizational support played a greater role for the participants in distinct ways. Some of the 

working participants mentioned expected support and policies from the employer organizations. 

They argued that employers should arrange special facilities like leaves for working caregivers 

who have a disabled person at home (RQ 1); 

“The office needs to have some rules that, at least if it is special(for working caregiver), 

there needs to be a separate rule(special arrangement of leave) in that case(caregiving).” 

(Participant 04) 
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 “If the organization comes forward in such cases(arrange special facilities for working 

caregiver), then it will be good for the organization, it will be good for the employee,… if he 

continues the job next, he will give the maximum effort. It will also benefit the organization.” 

(Participant 09) 

This way both employer and employee will benefit mutually as the employee will be thankful to 

the organization and will work for the employer from heart. A female participant mentioned how 

her working organization was supportive of her as a family caregiver by providing her with the 

necessary support and cooperation. 

 “This collaboration(from the office) does(exist), but my institute does this thing. I don’t 

know if it will do in other institutions.” (Participant 07) 

The environment of a rehabilitation center, therapists, counselors, and training were found 

supportive to the participants. When they leave behind their monotonous homestays behind and 

come to visit or stay at a rehabilitation center for a few days they forget their past for a moment 

and enjoy being at the rehabilitation center (RQ 3). 

“Humanly, and physically, I also improved myself when I came to CRP(rehabilitation 

center). I get much better when I come to CRP. They(therapists) have a lot of support. And 

they(therapist) speak humanly, they(therapist) behave very well.” (Participant 01) 

 Another participant illustrated how a disabled counselor can be more efficient in making her 

(family caregiver) patient get back to normal life: 

 “The counseling being done there(hospital) is also a physically challenged therapist, his 

two hands are not good. Making him(her husband)) understand what the problem is and bringing 

him back to normal, seems best to me.” (Participant 07) 

The third participant thinks that training from these types of rehabilitation centers can be useful 

(RQ 2) for family caregivers which focuses on familiarizing themselves with the disease, its 

limitations, and how the family caregivers can cope with their monotonous psychological situation 

(RQ 1) for extended caregiving 

“If something can be done like institutional education(caregiver training), it is better to 

know about the disease(of the disabled person), its limitations(disease), what he(caregiver) can 

do, and what he(caregiver) cannot do everything… at some point, he(caregiver) might get 

bored(due to caregiving). What else(coping technique) to cut it?”(Participant 09) 
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Future Expectation 

The future expectations of the participants were mostly related to the disabled person they were 

taking care of. Few of them expected their disabled persons’ good health and recovery from God. 

Others expected good days to come and wanted to get back to their normal life, study, and career 

(RQ 1) which will make the caregiver more courageous in the future. 

 “I hope Allah heals him(disabled person) and makes him well. Let him do it(something 

good) for me, and the country, let him do it for everyone.” (Participant 01) 

 “I hope for a good day that such a good day will come in my life.” (Participant 02) 

 “Maybe something better will come for me someday. When mom recovers a bit, I might be 

able to focus on my career. Then I will become more courageous.” (Participant 08) 

This hope and expectation for better days were seen keeping them fueled further their caregiving 

journey. 

 

4. Discussion 

In this qualitative study, 11 participants were interviewed to explore their experiences while 

providing care to their respective physically disabled adult persons. The relationship of the 

caregivers with the physically disabled people varied from parents, spouses, sons, and daughters. 

The duration of the caregiving was from one year to 15 years. Analyzing the data, five main themes 

emerged. The first theme describes how these caregivers’ journey develops, their mindsets, the 

sacrifices they offer, and the motivations behind caregiving. The starting journey of a caregiver 

was two-directional, meaning some jumped into this role suddenly due to acute incidents like 

accidents or diseases (RQ 1) while some of them have taken this journey as a choice by marrying 

a physically challenged person. It was quite clear from interviewing the participants that, those 

who chose this caregiving journey as a choice by marrying a disabled partner held better 

psychological satisfaction and well-being than those who started their journey involuntarily, which 

aligns with a study in Canada, in 2020 Lun Li and Yeonjung Lee found that family carers for 

spouses and children had considerably lower psychological well-being, although having the option 

of being a carer is connected with higher psychological well-being (40). This means those who 

took this caregiving role by choice are psychologically more stable than those who didn’t. 

Irrespective of the degree of care delivered, relationship type, primary health condition of the care 

recipient, and demographic variables, another study suggests the same thing that a lack of choice 
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for becoming a caregiver is connected with greater levels of emotional stress, physical strain, and 

poor health outcomes (41). Participants of this study who were married showed love and 

appreciation for their disabled partner meaning they were taking care of the partner despite facing 

challenges in everyday life. In this study interrupted sexual relationships were seen between 

married caregivers with their disabled spouses due to physical disability(RQ 1) but it was 

surprising to see that none of them left or even thought of leaving their partners. Instead, they keep 

forward looking after the disabled partner. This shows a greater extent of sacrifices and emotional 

bonding to a married partner. A similar finding was seen in a study by V. L. Solomi and R. E. 

Casiday where they found that the marriage relationship was extremely important, and many carers 

went to great lengths to maintain and strengthen their marital relationships (42). Caregivers keep 

themselves responsible and motivated to continue their caregiver role for purposes like deeper 

relationship buildup between caregiver and care-receiver, self-development and self-satisfaction, 

believing in getting rewards afterlife and future expectation of getting better days. Closely related 

findings were seen in systemic research in 2013 where the caregivers reported a variety of good 

elements of caring, including an improved relationship with the care receiver, a sense of being 

rewarded, a sense of personal progress, and a sense of personal fulfillment (29). 

The second theme of the study answers about the common burdens caregivers face while providing 

care for their patients. Psychological problems were seen that have developed already or are being 

developed due to caregiving (RQ 1). Caregivers mentioned psychological problems due to stress, 

extensive engagement in caregiving, lack of personal time, financial loss, job sacrifice, lack of 

support from family members, and social abandonment (RQ 1). A study in America in 2016 on 

family caregivers of aging adults found that there is strong evidence to support the claim that many 

carers suffer from psychological problems (3). Numerous psychological problems and obligations 

that come with providing care might negatively affect the carer (43) were found in a study in Fiji 

that was similar to our study. There was no direct effect of psychological health on the physical 

health of the caregivers found in this present study but a study in Taiwan by Chang, H.Y., and 

colleagues found in their result that there is a significant impact of psychological health on the 

physical health of caregivers (8). Caregiving can cause physical problems like back and shoulder 

pain, lack of sleep, and weight loss, which was further fueled by skipping their treatment for cost 

reduction (RQ 1). Caregivers are so busy and involved with their patients that, they don’t have the 

courage, time, and financial freedom to ask for medical treatment for themselves (RQ 1). 
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Similarities were seen in a study carried out at the Outpatient Clinic of Neuro-psychiatry in Ain 

Shams University Hospitals, Cairo, Egypt found by mentioning carers as unnoticed patients who, 

due to their engagement in caring tasks, may be unable or unable to seek care for their own health 

needs (44). Female participants were more into cost reduction by not reporting health conditions, 

skipping necessary treatment and medications(RQ 1) for themselves to ensure cost reduction for 

the family, and arranging resources for their disabled patients. Similar findings were seen in a 

study in Southwest England in 2017 where the female spouse or women were less likely to report 

their physical condition and health because of being a family caregiver (42). Sometimes this 

attitude becomes more severe, and they feel emotionally distressed because of not bearing 

physically sound health conditions (RQ 1). Susan C. Reinhard and colleagues in their book 

“Patient Safety and Quality: An Evidence-Based Handbook for Nurses” stated that caregivers’ 

stress and strain have been linked to greater rates of health-risk behaviors (such as smoking) and 

drug use (45), but there was no relevant incident were found in our studies. Instead, it was seen in 

only one participant who was susceptible to suicide at one point of caregiving due to strong 

psychological and physical stress (RQ 1). The financial crisis, job sacrifice, halt in higher 

education, and change in the profession were common risk factors for developing psychological 

instability among caregivers. Ronald D. Adelman and colleagues in their clinical review on 

caregiver burden found similarities that, poor educational attainment, living with the care recipient, 

increased amount of hours spent caring, depression, social isolation, financial stress, and lack of 

choice in becoming a carer are all risk factors for caregiver burden (46). Most disabled people 

can’t work like normal people and the caregivers have fewer options to work due to extensive 

engagement with caregiving (RQ 1). This affected their overall lifestyle and treatment-taking 

willingness and capabilities (RQ 1). 

The third theme was representing the obstacles in providing care and well-being for physically 

challenged persons (RQ 2). In addition, measures the caregivers take and techniques they apply 

for effective caregiving have emerged (RQ 2). Several obstacles to providing medical treatment, 

rehabilitation, and well-being to their patients were seen that caregivers have to handle every day. 

Physical barriers like steps and curbs not only made their care receivers ‘ lives miserable but also 

opposed their recreational outdoor activities (RQ 2). It was also observed that hospitals and other 

health-related service-providing organizations in Bangladesh lack the necessary lifts and ramps 

(RQ 2). To cope with this caregivers used manual help from other people to lift their patients 
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upstairs (RQ 2). Some of them were aware of the necessity of medical treatment, rehabilitation, 

and other essential terms related to care and well-being while some of the caregivers faced fraud 

and charlatans (RQ 2).  

COVID-19 and pandemic-related restrictions and lockdowns made it harder for the caregiver and 

their patients to get medical support which produced an additional burden (RQ 2). 

Indistinguishable findings were seen in another study that, people with disabilities may be 

especially exposed to the negative consequences of pandemic lockdown and other public health 

measures, particularly if these policies are not disability-inclusive and are not designed to prevent 

or alleviate any disproportionate effects (49). Lockdowns, enforced quarantines, and other public 

health and policy measures to limit the epidemic are frequently required, however, if not 

adequately managed, these policies can have detrimental educational, vocational, and 

socioeconomic repercussions, particularly for the most socially disadvantaged (49-52). Lack of 

transport made it harder to take a disabled person to hospitals when necessary (RQ 2). Lockdowns 

and government restrictions blocked their way to bringing someone as a helping hand in situations 

like pregnancy from close relatives living remotely (RQ 2). 

Family caregivers not only provide care for their critically ill patients but also take care of the 

maintenance of hygiene. Either in the hospital or at paid home service the cleaning staff as well as 

nurses don’t want to engage themselves in cleaning patients’ urine or feces (RQ 2). The nursing 

staff find it lowering their position and usually skip the task of cleaning patients.  A similar was 

found in two different studies where nurses avoid cleaning tasks because they believe it lowers 

their social position (47, 48). Lack of training making it harder for a caregiver to effectively take 

care of was seen in the primary stage of caregiving (RQ 2). Eventually, participants trained 

themselves by knowledge gathering from the internet, demonstrative training, counseling from 

therapists, and institutional training for better patient handling (RQ 2). A similar was found in an 

article, where the author illustrates that interventions like psychoeducation, skills training, and 

therapeutic counseling have been demonstrated to have minor to moderate success in improving 

carer quality of life and reducing carer load for carers of patients (49). 

Family caregivers who are working besides caregiving find it difficult yet maintain both duties 

(RQ 1). Time management, scheduling work beforehand, and taking necessary leaves from 

employer organization were requirements for balancing a working-caregiving life and well-being. 
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One of the best but not always keepable coping techniques was patience (RQ 2). Most of the 

participants mentioned having patience which helped them do their duties in the long run as 

caregiving isn’t a one-day job or only a few weeks of engagement (RQ 2). Bookwala J. found in 

her study, that longer-term carers were considerably less pleased in their marriages than those who 

had just acquired the caregiving position, in a sample of adult caring daughters and sons, indicating 

that negative effects take time to appear (50). 

In general, the similarity in the negative effect of taking time to appear was seen in this study 

where participants who caregiving for several years were a bit more frustrated compared to 

participants who had been caregiving for one year (RQ 1). To give the parents back the care they 

showed for their children, responsibility for the parents’ welfare and getting them back to normal 

life was the key to giving care to family caregivers who were sons and daughters. The Opposite 

was found in a study where offspring prefer to escape the burden of caring for their elderly parents 

since it requires ongoing physical and mental work, as well as substantial financial expenditures 

(51). However, participants who were caregiving their son or daughter didn’t think this caregiving 

was a burden. Love and affection for the offspring fueled their role to continue further. 

In this study, participants found it difficult to socialize and interact with other people due to the 

lack of accessible transportation, roads, and lifts, and negative responses from the surrounding 

people (RQ 3) were discussed in the fourth theme. From marrying a disabled person to taking out 

a disabled patient outside on occasions like markets, parks, and social gatherings people from 

society always reacted by blaming, staring inappropriately, and asking awkward questions (RQ 3). 

People in Bangladesh often see disabled people as ominous due to superstitions (RQ 3)  and 

participants faced a two-way problem while socializing. They can’t take the disabled person with 

them on occasion, nor they can leave the disabled person alone in the home (RQ 1,3). Recent 

research shows, that many carers face social isolation and disengagement from social activities 

and relationships as a result of care obligations and a lack of alternative assistance (2). However, 

in our study, one of the coping strategies developed was to go out with the patient and socialize 

more despite having difficulties (RQ 3). It helped to break down the social proscription about 

disabled people and familiarize society with the fact, that disabled people are also a part of society 

and they have every right to socialize with everyone it was found necessary to bring the disabled 

person to certain social occasions (RQ 3). A similar observation was highlighted in a systematic 
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review:  communication and social support improved coping techniques or mechanisms for 

caregivers (52). On the other hand, some caregivers coped with negative attitudes towards them 

by self-understanding, being silent, and ignoring, and very few of them replied directly to the 

people’s faces if something inappropriate and negative comments were heard (RQ 3). 

The final theme emerged with the expectation and support family caregivers want or realize 

necessary for better engagement in caregiving. The family was found to provide financial support 

to caregivers but often lacked emotional or direct caregiving-related support (RQ 1). The mentality 

of providing support to the caregiver from family members was related to family backgrounds, 

social education, and cultural beliefs. Another finding suggested that the family as a unit makes 

significant efforts to adjust to stressful situations in the context of caring and demonstrates family 

resilience, which is intimately tied to the family’s cultural background and community status (53). 

Caregivers mentioned several times about the requirement of physical, mental, or emotional 

support for effective caregiving. Something similar to respite care was seen offered by the other 

members of the family meaning when someone came forward to look after the disabled person for 

a few hours or longer then family caregivers could have some relaxed time to spend on their own.  

Though a lack of emotional support from family and surroundings was seen sometimes friends 

were found providing positive support for inspiration and decision making which was a relief to 

caregivers. Kazemi, A., and colleagues mentioned in their findings that, for informal carers to 

fulfill their duty for as long as feasible without endangering their physical or emotional well-being, 

they require support (4), which was found relevant to our study.  

Organizational support like leave facilities and special arrangements for working caregivers who 

have disabled patients in their homes were found beneficial and well appreciated. Support from 

rehabilitation centers and institutes was also found effective and necessary if provided tailored 

way (RQ 2). A smile from therapists, psychological counseling, and other support services from a 

rehabilitation center made it easier for both the caregiver and the physically diseased person to 

implement the best coping techniques but not yet available everywhere in the country. Societies 

will need to come up with creative methods to scale up rehabilitation services by better integrating 

them into each nation’s healthcare system to fulfill the rising demand for rehabilitation services 

internationally (54). 
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Another interesting finding of our study was, that most of the caregivers found it relaxing to be in 

an environment where they see other caregivers (RQ 3). When they go to rehabilitation centers 

and see a lot of similar patients and caregivers, experience sharing is done, patient to patient, 

caregiver to caregiver. It was found relaxing for them and they felt like they were in a place where 

no one would criticize or stare oddly (RQ 3). Finally, the future expectation was mostly similar 

and was related to their respective physically disabled person’s health and welfare. Some of them 

wanted to back to their normal life, to study or job as soon as possible. 

5. Summary of Knowledge Developed from This Study 

From our current study, it was identified that the most challenging parts of caregiving in 

Bangladesh were physical and mental burdens, financial crises, job sacrifices, interruption in 

studies, social abandonment, and mobilization (RQ 1). For physical burden, seeking support from 

other family members, friends, and paid services can be helpful whereas for psychological burden 

reduction talking with a friend, sister, or mother, spending time with family members, and 

increasing outdoor activities can be a solution. Cost management and engagement in financial 

activities were found beneficial in financial burden reduction. Financial engagement can upgrade 

a lifestyle where excessive cost reduction causes psychological and physical problems (RQ 1). 

Lack of ramps and lifts, transport, accessible roads, training, and awareness about medical 

treatment and rehabilitation were common barriers to providing care to disabled persons (RQ 2). 

In addition, pandemic-related lockdowns and restrictions, financial limitations to get services like 

physiotherapy and buy devices like motorized wheelchairs, and unavailability of medicines, and 

equipment like catheters were noticed (RQ 2). Management techniques include hiring people to 

lift patients upstairs, seeking training for effective caregiving from institutes like CRP, 

physiotherapists as well as from the Internet, and believing in God and caregiver-to-caregiver peer 

support (RQ 2). Finally, lack of supportive attitudes, unnecessary blaming, abandoning and 

neglecting caregivers and care-receivers, insensitive staring, embarrassing questions, and opposing 

the marriage of a disabled person were common forms of social treatment perceived by caregivers 

(RQ3). Self-deception, being silent rather than showing a reaction, and actively ignoring,  were 

common attitudes of caregivers against society (RQ 3). Uncommon attitudes were responding to 

any comments that were heard and trying to give a constructive message to society about how to 

react were also seen as coping strategies (RQ 3). 
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6. Strength & Limitations 

This qualitative study was designed to explore the day-to-day experience of family caregivers in 

Bangladesh who are taking care of physically disabled adult people. The first and foremost strength 

of this study is the qualitative approach that helped explore the experiences of the family caregivers 

of physically disabled persons in Bangladesh in depth. The preunderstanding of the researcher 

involving experiences of having a physically disabled younger brother helped to create rapport 

with the participants, creating data with depth on the topic, as well as to better understand and 

interpret the present data. The researcher himself transcribed the data, from Bengali and thereafter 

translated the data into English. Through this procedure, the master's student got to know the data 

very well. The method for interpreting data was thematic analysis which was flexible, easy to use, 

and helped in-depth understanding and pattern identification. However, this study also has some 

limitations. Thematic analysis can be sometimes reliant on the author's perspective-producing 

biases. Also, it was time-consuming, and output largely depended on the skills of the author and 

understanding of the data. Coping techniques for Research Question (RQ 1) were not included in 

the primary objective of the study(limitation) but during interviewing and data interpretation they 

came forward which was necessary and highlighted accordingly in this study(strength). This study 

only asked about caregivers' common burdens and challenges but The present findings are limited 

to the experiences of 11 participants. However, some general insight is provided by this study. 

Furthermore, only caregivers of physically disabled people were included. However, several 

caregivers are taking care of other disabilities including disabled children, psychological 

disabilities, and disabled older adults. This study doesn’t include such participants. For this study, 

the participants were provided with a convenient time and place that was chosen by themselves 

and the environment so that they feel comfortable while giving the interview so that real-life 

experiences could be explored. Then, CRP is an institution mostly designed for patients having 

medium to lower income class. Very few of the high-income groups come there to take services 

like physiotherapy and rehabilitation. So, the experience explored there reflects, as a family 

caregiver, how it feels like to give care to a physically disabled person, having a financial crisis. 

On the other side, it also demonstrates their coping techniques with the situation, and how they 

handled and ensured caring in a low-resource setting which is a strength of this study. Next, the 

author himself grew up in a family seeing his mother as a caregiver for his disabled brother. 

Emotions and weaknesses might affect the researcher which can be reflected in the writing. On the 
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other hand, it can be a strong tool and motivation for better understanding the positive and negative 

experiences of family caregiving. Also, what the physically disabled people think about the care 

they get from their respective caregiving family members might carry meaningful understanding.  

Finally, it was unknown about those caregivers who still hadn’t come to visit a rehabilitation center 

yet or those who were going to other rehabilitation centers. Family caregivers' experiences of 

taking rehabilitation from CRP were mostly positive but it is still unknown what is the experience 

of taking rehabilitation other than CRP. So, differences between the experience of family 

caregivers who visited a rehabilitation center like CRP with their disabled patient and those who 

didn’t might exist which urges further study on this topic. 

7. Conclusion 

Caregiving is a crucial part of the recovery, welfare, and quality of life of a disabled person, and 

family caregivers in Bangladesh don’t get any payments or financial benefits for providing their 

effort, care, and valuable time to their disabled family members. Formulation and implementation 

of policies that fulfill caregivers’ needs including healthcare services, financial aid, and respite 

services,  concerned and comprehensive efforts are necessary within limited resources. In addition, 

training programs tailored to their needs for skill development and knowledge sharpening are 

crucial to ensure their well-being and the enhancement of the quality care they provide.  The 

SDGs(Sustainable Development Goals 2030) adopted by the UN (United Nations) included 

disability, mentioned in several places, in sections that deal with inequality, growth and 

employment, education, human settlement accessibility, and data collecting and monitoring (55). 

Goal 10 is closely related and aims to empower and promote the social, economic, and political 

inclusion of all people, including those with disabilities, to minimize inequality both within and 

between nations (55), however, not achievable if family caregivers are not included. Integrating 

disability and family caregivers in the national policy and agenda to secure their rights is of vital 

importance to be aligned with the SDG 2030 goal. A health strategy should be developed to assist 

informal carers in receiving more professional assistance, moreover, training options for family 

carers should be made available to lessen the influence of caregiving on the delivery of appropriate 

care (56). Also, prioritizing SDG 2030 goals that are closely related to health, inclusive society, 

and reduction of inequalities will create a support network that will offer benefits to physically 

disabled persons and their caregivers. Counseling and psychological supports that are tailored to 
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the specific needs of the caregiver, caregiver peer platforms to share caregiving experiences, 

accessible transport facilities, and adequate ramps and lifts to ensure physical access to public 

places and hospitals to ensure mobility and independent social integration of the disabled person 

are needed to be established. More investment in research and data collection to measure the real 

scenario of disability and related challenges is required to take targeted interventions. Finally, 

collaborative approaches, expertise, advocacy and resources from all levels of the country 

including government and non-government organizations, charitable organizations, health care 

providers and community will strengthen an impartial and supportive environment both for 

disabled persons and caregivers.  
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Appendix iv. Questionnaire/ Interview Guide 

Primarily, the following semi-structured interview guide is developed but later these guides will 

be tailored according to the need of the research. প্রাথমিকভাবে, মিম্নমিমিত আধা-কাঠাবিাগত ইন্টারমভউ গাইড ততমর 

করা হব়েবে মকন্তু পবর এই গাইডগুমি গবেষণার প্রব়োজি অিুসাবর পমরিাজজ ি করা হবত পাবর । 

No. Questionaries/ প্রশ্নাবলী 

1. Relationship between the caregiver to the patient and how long they know the patient. 

ররাগীর সাবথ পমরচর্জাকারীর িবধে সম্পকজ  এেং তারা কতমিি র্ােত ররাগীবক রচবিি । 

2. Can you please tell me when you first encountered the condition and what was the 

situation then? First thoughts and realization after hearing about the condition. আপমি মক 

আিাবক েিবেি রর্, প্রথি কিি এই অেস্থার সমু্মিীি হব়েমেবিি এেং তিি আপিার পমরমস্থমত কী মেি? অেস্থা সম্পবকজ  শুবি 

আপিার প্রথি মচন্তা এেং উপিমি তি তিললা? 

3. Do you experience your situation as stressful as a caregiver? a) Please tell me, what kind 

of stress do you experience? b) How does this affect you? Your family? Your profession? 

Your quality of life? Physical and mental health? একজি পামরোমরক পমরচর্জাকারী মহবসবে আপিার 

পমরমস্থমতর িবধে মকরুপ চাপ অিুভে কবরি? আর্ালি এই তবষলে বলুন । ক) ি়ো কবর আিাবক েিুি, আপমি মক ধরবির 

িািমসক চাপ অিুভে কবরি? ি) এটি আপিাবক কীভাবে প্রভামেত কবর? আপিার পমরোবরর উপর ? আপিার রপশাগত 

জীেবির উপর? আপিার জীেবির সামেজক িাবির উপর? শারীমরক ও িািমসক স্বাবস্থের উপর? 

4. Do you experience or feel any kind of burden? Please tell me some more about this. আপমি 

মক রকাবিা ধরবির রোঝা অিুভে কবরি ো আপিার এই েোপাবর রকািরুপ অমভজ্ঞতা থাকবি আিাবক এই সম্পবকজ  আবরা মকেু 

েিুি । 

5. How do you cope with the stress or burden? What could be supporting you? আপমি মকভাবে 

চাপ ো রোঝা রিাকাবেিা কবর থাবকি? মক মি মজমিস রপব়ে থাকবি ো করা হব়ে থাকবি আপমি স্বমি অিুভে করবতি ো 

আপিার চাপ কি অিুভে হবত পারবতা হবত েবি িবি কবরি । 

6. Caregiver’s knowledge about the process of taking medical help and rehabilitation from 

hospitals or centers for the person they are taking care of. পমরচর্জাকারীরা পামরোমরক  রর্ েেমির র্ত্ন 
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মিবেি তার জিে হাসপাতাি ো মচমকৎসাবকন্দ্র রথবক মচমকৎসা সহা়েতা এেং পুিেজাসবির প্রমি়ো সম্পবকজ  পমরচর্জাকারীরা কতটা 

র্ত্নশীি এেং তাবির এই সম্পমকজ ত জ্ঞাি সম্পবকজ  ধারণা িাভ । 

7. Practical experience or real-life experience while seeking medical help and rehabilitation 

for the patient by the caregiver. ররাগীর জিে মচমকৎসা সহা়েতা এেং পুিেজাসবির সি়ে পমরচর্জাকারীর েেেহামরক 

অমভজ্ঞতা ো োিে জীেবির অমভজ্ঞতা । 

8. Please, tell me about what you may experience as support in this situation as a caregiver. 

Do you have any wishes for support? What could be helpful for you, as you see it? অিুগ্রহ 

কবর, একজি পমরচর্জাকারী মহসাবে এই পমরমস্থমতবত মক রপবি আপমি তাবক সহা়েতা মহসাবে গিে করবতি, রস সম্পবকজ  

আিাবক েিুি । সহা়েতা পাও়োর েোপাবর আপিার রকািরুপ আশা রব়েবে মক? তি তি তিতনস আপিার জিে সহা়েক হবত 

পারবে? 

9. What are the things that come to your mind while caring for your patient? Can you tell 

me more about your thoughts? আপিার ররাগীর র্ত্ন রিও়োর সি়ে আপিার িবি কী কাজ কবর? আপমি মক 

আিাবক আপিার মচন্তা সম্পবকজ  আবরা েিবত পাবরি? 

10. From your point of view, what are the things that you think is important as a caregiver of 

a disabled family member in Bangladesh? Do you want to add something more? আপিার 

দৃমিবকাণ রথবক, োংিাবিবশ পমরোবরর একজি প্রমতেন্ধী সিবসের র্ত্ন রিও়োর জিে আপমি কী কী মজমিসবক গুরুত্বপূণজ েবি 

িবি কবরি? আপমি আবরা মকেু রর্াগ করবত চাি? 
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Appendix v. Information Pages ( তথ্য পৃষ্ঠাবলী) 

Are you interested in taking part in the research project- “A 

qualitative study in Bangladesh about the everyday life 

experiences of family caregivers of adult individuals with a 

physical disability.”? (আপনি নি -"শারীনরিভাবব (চলাচবল বা কাজকবমে) 

অসক্ষম প্রাপ্তবয়স্ক বযনিদের পানরবানরি পনরচর্য ািারীদের দেিনিি জীবদির অনিজ্ঞতা 

সম্পদিয  বাাংলাদেদশ এিটি গুণগত গদবষণা ।" শীর্েক গদবষণা প্রিদে অাংশ নিদত 

আগ্রহী?) 
 

This is an inquiry about participation in a research project where the main purpose of this study 

is to identify and understand the everyday experiences of family caregivers of physically 

disabled adults living in Bangladesh. In this letter, we will give you information about the 

purpose of the study and what your participation will involve. (এটি একটি গবেষণা প্রকবে অংশগ্রহবণর মেষব়ে 

একটি অিুসন্ধাি রর্িাবি এই গলবষণার িূি উবেশে হি োংিাবিবশ েসোসকারী শারীমরকভাবে অসক্ষর্ প্রাপ্তে়েস্কবির পামরোমরক 

পমরচর্জাকারীবির তিিমিি অমভজ্ঞতা সিাি করা এেং এই বযাপালর ধারণা লাভ িরা । এই মচঠিবত, আিরা আপিাবক এই গলবষণার রূ্ল 

উবেশে এেং আপিার অংশগ্রহবণর সাবথ কী িী তবষে জম়িত সস সম্পবকজ  তথে প্রদান িরলবা ।) 

 

Purpose of the study (গলবষণার উলেশ্য) 

This research study is a part of a master’s thesis where family caregivers’ everyday life, challenges 

caregivers to face regularly, coping strategies, and motivations they have while giving care to their 

patients will be explored. The study area will be the experiences of family caregivers, the stress 

they feel, their day-to-day life barriers and coping strategies, medical help-seeking tendencies, 

knowledge about it, support, and expectations they have. This will help understand caregivers’ 

situations better so that suggestive advice can be provided to new caregivers and concrete 

recommendations can be given to healthcare professionals. (এই গবেষণা অধে়েিটি একটি িাস্টাসজ মথমসবসর অংশ 

রর্িাবি পমরোবরর শ্ারীতররিভালব চলালফরা বা িািিলর্ম অসক্ষর্ প্রাপ্তবেস্ক বযতির সসবািারীলদর তিিমিি জীেি, মি়েমিত িুবিািুমি হও়ো 

তবতভন্ন চোবিঞ্জ, তা রিাকামেিা করার রকৌশি এেং তাবির ররাগীবির র্ত্ন রিও়োর সি়ে তাবির সে অিুবপ্ররণাগুমি িাি িলর তা খুলি সদখার 

সচস্টা িরা হলব । এই অধে়েবির গতি হবে পামরোমরক পমরচর্জাকারীবির অমভজ্ঞতা, তারা রর্ িািমসক চাপ অিুভে কবর, তাবির তিিমিি 

জীেবির প্রমতেন্ধকতা এেং রিাকাবেিার রকৌশি, মচমকৎসা সহা়েতা চাও়োর প্রেণতা, এটি সম্পবকজ  জ্ঞাি, সিথজি এেং তাবির প্রতোশা । এটি 
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পাতরবাতরি পতরচেমািারীলদর পমরমস্থমত আরও ভািভাবে েুঝবত সাহার্ে করবে র্াবত িলর িতুি পতরচেমািারীলদর পরািশজ প্রিাি করা রর্বত 

পাবর এেং স্বাস্থেবসো প্রদানিারী সপশ্ার সালথ্ িতিতলদর সুমিমিজ ি সুপামরশ রিও়ো রর্বত পাবর।) 

 

The following research questions will be addressed: (তনম্নতলতখত গলবষণারু্লি প্রশ্নগুললার উত্তর সখািা হলব) 

1. What is the most challenging part of having a disabled person in a family and the common 

burdens of a caregiver’s day-to-day life in Bangladesh? (একটি পমরোবর একজি প্রমতেন্ধী েেমি থ্ািাে 

সলচলে চযাললতজিং অিংশ্টি তি এবিং োংিাবিবশ একজি পমরচর্জাকারীর তিিমিি জীেবির সচরাচর বাধা-তবপতত্তগুললা তি তি?) 

2. What are the barriers the caregivers are facing while getting medical help and rehabilitation 

for disabled persons and how the family caregivers are managing it? (প্রমতেন্ধী েেমিবির জিে 

মচমকৎসা সহা়েতা এেং পুিেজাসি পাও়োর সি়ে পমরচর্জাকারীরা কী কী প্রমতেন্ধকতার সমু্মিীি হবেি এেং পমরচর্জাকারীরা কীভাবে 

এটি বযবস্থাপনা করবেি?) 

3. What are the family caregivers’ perceptions about how society is treating them, and how 

the caregivers are coping with it? (সিাজ তাবির সাবথ কীভাবে আচরণ করবে এেং তারা কীভাবে এটি রিাকাবেিা 

করবে? রস সম্পবকজ  পমরোবরর পতরচেমািারীলদর র্লনাভাব কী?) 

 

This project will aim to develop knowledge about (এই গলবষণাটির রূ্ল উলেশ্য হললা তনম্নতলতখত তবষলে জ্ঞান অিম ন 

িরা) 

• Challenges and common burdens the caregivers face regularly while giving care to the 

disabled person. Inspiration or aspects that might work behind developing coping 

techniques and strategies that have been conducted by the caregivers. (প্রমতেন্ধী েেমির র্ত্ন রিও়োর 

সি়ে পতরচেমািারীরা মি়েমিত সেসিল চোবিঞ্জ এেং সাধারণ প্রততবন্ধিতার িুবিািুমি হি, উৎসাহ বা  অিুবপ্ররণর মিক র্া 

পমরচর্জাকারীবির দ্বারা আেত্তিৃৃ্ ত, রিাকাবেিার রকৌশি এেং রকৌশিগুমি মেকাবশর মপেবি ো ো কাজ করবত পাবর ।) 

• Identify the knowledge, awareness, affordability, access to rehabilitation therapy, and the 

medical help-seeking tendency among the caregivers for a physically disabled person. (জ্ঞাি, 

সবচতিতা, সািথজে, পুিেজাসি রথরামপর সহিপ্রাপযতা, এেং একজি শারীমরকভাবে অক্ষি েেমির জিে পতরচেমািারীলদর িবধে 

মচমকৎসা সহা়েতা চাও়োর প্রেণতা মচমিতকরণ ।) 

• Understand what are the things that influence caregivers’ everyday lives positively or 

negatively while giving care to disabled ones. How as a caregiver including his or her 
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family with a disabled person deals with these influences? (প্রমতেন্ধীবির র্ত্ন রিও়োর সি়ে 

পতরচেমািারীলদর তিিমিি জীেিবক ইমতোচক ো রিমতোচকভাবে প্রভামেত কবর এিি মজমিসগুমি কী তা সবাঝা । একজি প্রমতেন্ধী 

েেমির সাবথ তার ো তার পমরোর সহ একজি তত্ত্বােধা়েক মহসাবে কীভাবে এই প্রভােগুমি রিাকাবেিা কবরি?) 

• Provide experience-based suggestions to caregivers and concrete recommendations to 

healthcare providers according to the findings. (পমরচর্জাকারীবির অমভজ্ঞতা-মভমিক পরািশজ প্রিাি িরা এেং 

ফিাফি অিুর্া়েী স্বাস্থেবসো প্রিািকারীবিরবক সুমিমিজ ি সুপামরশ প্রিাি করণ ।) 

 

The interview data will be used for the master’s thesis paper of the researcher only. No other 

institute or person will use them for any kind of research or educational purposes. (ইন্টারমভউসত প্রাপ্ত 

তথ্য শুধুিাত্র তশ্ক্ষানতবশ্ গবেষবকর িাস্টাসজ মথমসস রপপাবরর জিে েেেহার করা হবে । অিে রকাি ইিমস্টটিউট ো েেমি রকাি ধরবির গবেষণা 

ো মশক্ষািূিক উবেবশে তা েেেহার করবে না ।) 

 

Who is responsible for the research study? (এই গববর্ণার জন্য দায়ী কক?) 

The master’s student M Kamrul Ahsan is responsible for the research project and is a student of 

Global Health currently doing his master’s at NTNU (Norwegian University of Science and 

Technology). (তশ্ক্ষানতবশ্ গলবষি এর্ িার্রুল আহসান এই গলবষণা িােমক্রলর্র িনয দােী । তততন সলাবাল সহলথ্ তবষলে নরওলেতিোন 

ইউতনভাতসমটি অফ সালেন্স অযাি সেিলনালতির এিিন র্াস্টাসম পেমালের তশ্ক্ষাথ্ী । ) 

 

Why are you being asked to participate? (কিি আপিাদি অাংশগ্রহণ িরদত বলা হদে?) 

We are looking for family caregivers who have been giving care to his/her physically disabled 

family members for more than a year and can participate voluntarily in this study. Around 10-12, 

participants will be asked to be included in the study. The participant can be anyone related to the 

patient, for example, spouse, son/daughter, parents, siblings, cousin, etc. 

Contact information about you was obtained from CRP (Centre for the Rehabilitation of the 

Paralyzed). Prior approval was taken from the institute’s ERC (Ethical Review Committee) to 

conduct the study. (আিরা পমরোবরর এর্ন পতরচেমািারীরির িুুঁজমে র্ারা তার শারীমরকভাবে অক্ষি পমরোবরর সিসেবক এক েেবররও 

রেমশ সি়ে ধবর র্ত্ন মিবেি এেং এই গবেষণা়ে রস্বো়ে অংশগ্রহণ করবত পাবরি । প্রা়ে ১০-১২ িন অংশগ্রহণকারীবির গবেষণা়ে অন্তভুজ ি 
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হলত আর্ন্ত্রণ িরা  হবে । অংশগ্রহণকারী ররাগীর সাবথ সম্পমকজ ত রর্ রকউ হবত পাবর, উিাহরণস্বরূপ- পত্নী, পুত্র/কিো, মপতািাতা, ভাইবোি, 

চাচাবতা-র্ার্ালতা ভাই ইতোমি। 

আপিার সালথ্ রর্াগাবর্াবগর তথে মসআরমপ (রসন্টার ফর িে মরহোমেমিবটশি অফ িে পোরািাইজড) রথবক পাও়ো রগবে । অধে়েি পমরচািিা 

করার জিে ইিমস্টটিউবটর ই আর তস (তিমতক গবেষণা কমিটি) রথবক পূবেজ অিুবিািি রিও়ো হব়েসি । 

 

What does participation involve for you? (অাংশগ্রহকণ আপিার জিয নি কক কবর্য় জন়িত?) 

If you chose to take part in the project, this will involve you giving a direct interview. It will take 

approx. 45 minutes. The interview includes questions about your day-to-day experience while 

taking care of the physically disabled person in your family. Answering question is also voluntary. 

You have the right not to answer any question that you don’t want to answer. Your interview will 

be recorded electronically with an audio recorder. (আপমি র্মি এই গলবষণাে অংশ রিও়োর মসদ্ধান্ত রিি, তাহবি 

আপিাবক এিটি সরাসমর সাক্ষাৎকাসর অিংশ্গ্রহণ িরলত হবে। এটা প্রা়ে ৪৫ মিমিট স্থােী হলত পালর । সাক্ষাত্কাবর আপিার পমরোবরর 

শারীমরকভাবে অক্ষি েেমির র্ত্ন রিও়োর সি়ে আপিার প্রমতমিবির অমভজ্ঞতা সম্পবকজ  প্রশ্ন অন্তভুজ ি রব়েবে । প্রবশ্নর উির রিও়ো আপনার 

ইচ্ছার উপর তনভম র িলর । আপমি রর্ প্রবশ্নর উির মিবত চাি িা তার উির িা রিও়োর অমধকার আপিার আবে । আপিার সাক্ষাৎকার একটি 

অমডও ররকডজ ার মিব়ে ইবিকট্রমিকভাবে ররকডজ  করা হবে ।) 

 

Participation is voluntary. (কেোয় অাংশগ্রহণ) 

Participation in the project is voluntary. If you chose to participate, you can withdraw your consent 

at any time without giving a reason. All information about all of the participants will be made 

anonymous. There will be no negative consequences for you if you chose not to participate or later 

decide to withdraw. Participation in this study neither harms nor benefits you in any way from 

CRP or the researcher himself. It will not affect your treatment at CRP, your relationship with your 

physiotherapist or occupational therapist, or any other place in this institute. ( এই প্রকবে অংশগ্রহণ রস্বো়ে 

। আপমি র্মি অংশগ্রহণ করার মসদ্ধান্ত রিি, আপমি রকাবিা কারণ িা জামিব়ে রর্ রকাবিা সি়ে আপিার সম্মমত প্রতোহার করবত পাবরি। 

আপিার সম্পবকজ  সিি তথে তারপর রেিািী করা হবে । আপমি অংশগ্রহণ িা করা ো পবর প্রতোহার করার মসদ্ধান্ত মিবি আপিার জিে রকাি 

রিমতোচক পমরণমত হবে িা । এই গবেষণা়ে অংশগ্রহসণর িনয CRP ো তশ্ক্ষানতবশ্ গবেষবকর কাে রথবক আপিার রকাবিা ক্ষমত ো বািতত 

সুতবধা আপতন পালবন িা । এটি CRP-রত আপিার মচমকৎসা, আপিার মফমজওবথরামপস্ট ো অকুবপশিাি রথরামপবস্টর সাবথ আপিার সম্পকজ  

ো এই ইিমস্টটিউবটর অিে রকাবিা জা়েগা়ে প্রভাে রফিবে িা। 
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Your personal privacy – how we will store and use your personal data (আপিার বযনিগত 

কগাপিীয়তা আমরা িীিাদব আপিার বযনিগত কেটা সাংরক্ষণ এবাং বযবহার িরব) 

We will only use your personal data for the purpose(s) specified in this information letter. We will 

process your personal data confidentially and in accordance with data protection legislation (the 

General Data Protection Regulation and Personal Data Act). আিরা শুধুিাত্র এই তথে মচঠিবত উবেি করা 

উবেশে(গুমি) জিে আপিার েেমিগত রডটা েেেহার করে । আিরা আপিার েেমিগত রডটা রগাপিী়েভাবে এেং রডটা সুরক্ষা আইি (সাধারণ 

রডটা সুরক্ষা প্রমেধাি এেং েেমিগত রডটা আইি) অিুসাবর প্রমি়ো করে ৷ 

• As a master’s student M Kamrul Ahsan (Global Health, NTNU) and his supervisor 

Professor Gørill Haugan will have access to the personal data of the participants for the 

research purpose only. (একজি িাস্টাবসজর োত্র মহবসবে এি কািরুি আহসাি (রলাোি রহিথ, এিটিএিইউ) এেং তার 

তত্ত্বােধা়েক প্রবফসর গমরি হাউগাি শুধুিাত্র গবেষণার উবেবশে অংশগ্রহণকারীবির েেমিগত রডটাবত অোবেস পাবেি ।) 

• Your name and contact details will be replaced with a code. The list of names, contact 

details, and respective codes will be stored separately from the rest of the collected 

interview data, the audio recording will be stored on a research cloud server, locked 

away/encrypted, etc. No unauthorized person will be allowed to use or gain access to the 

data. (আপিার িাি এেং রর্াগাবর্াবগর মেেরণ একটি রকাড মিব়ে প্রমতস্থামপত হবে । িাবির তামিকা, রর্াগাবর্াবগর মেশি মেেরণ 

এেং সংমিি রকাডগুমি সংগৃহীত সাক্ষাত্কাবরর োমক রডটা রথবক আিািাভাবে সংরক্ষণ করা হবে, অমডও ররকমডজ ং একটি গবেষণা 

ক্লাউড সাভজ াবর সংরক্ষণ করা হবে, িক করা/এিমিপ্ট করা থ্ািলব । রকািও অিিুবিামিত েেমিবক রডটা েেেহার ো অোবেস 

িাসভর অিুিমত রিও়ো হবে িা। । ) 

• A research assistant will help to recruit participants. (একজি গবেষণা সহকারী অংশগ্রহণকারীবির মিব়োগ 

করবত সাহার্ে করবে ।) 

• Interview will be taken by the master’s student(researcher) himself and the audio recording 

will also be done by him. (সাক্ষাৎিারটি িাস্টাবসজর োত্র (গবেষক) মিবজই রিবেি এেং অমডও ররকমডজ ংও মতমিই করবেি 

।) 

• Transcription of the interview will be kept under a file folder in a safe and secure place 

with a lock and key. No unauthorized person will have access to the files. ( সাক্ষাৎিারটির 
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ট্রান্সমিপশি একটি ফাইি রফাল্ডাবরর র্লধয সরলখ একটি তািা এেং চামে সহ একটি মিরাপি এেং সুরমক্ষত জা়েগা়ে রািা হবে । 

রকাবিা অিিুবিামিত েেমির ফাইসল অোবেস থাকবে িা । ) 

 

The participants will not be recognizable as their names will not be disclosed. Age group, 

occupation, and whether they are living in a town or village may be published but in a way that, 

they will not be recognizable. (অংশগ্রহণকারীবির িাি প্রকাশ করা হবে িা েবি তাবির রচিা র্াবে িা । ে়েস সেনী, রপশা, এেং 

তারা শহবর ো গ্রাবি েসোস করবে মকিা তা প্রকাশ করা রর্বত পাবর মকন্তু এিিভাবে রর্ন তাসদর রচিা িা োে । ) 

What will happen to your personal data at the end of the research project? (গদবষণা প্রিদের কশদষ 

আপিার বযনিগত কেটার িী হদব ?) 

The master’s thesis is scheduled to end in mid-2023. After the result publication and thesis defense, 

all of the personal data will be kept for two more years for reference (until 30.06.2025). After that 

audio recording will be deleted and the interview transcripts in paper will be discarded using a 

paper shredder. But if within this time the research will go further to publish a paper in a scientific 

journal, follow-up studies, or future research, then all the data will be stored for longer periods in 

a safe and secure place to use as a reference. The data will be processed solely by the master’s 

student himself and his supervisor for future research if necessary. Nobody else will get access to 

personal data. (িাস্টাসজ মথমসস ২০২৩-এর িাঝািামঝ রশষ হও়োর কথা । ফিাফি প্রকাবশর পর এেং মথমসস মডবফবন্সর িনয সিি 

েেমিগত তথে ররফাবরবন্সর জিে আরও দুই েেবরর জিে রািা হবে (৩০.০৬.২০২৩ পর্জন্ত) । এর পবর অমডও ররকমডজ ং িুবে রফিা হবে এেং 

কাগবজ ইন্টারমভউ ট্রান্সমিপ্টগুমি একটি রপপার রেডার েেেহার কবর োমতি করা হবে। মকন্তু এই সিব়ের িবধে র্মি গবেষণাটি একটি তেজ্ঞামিক 

জািজাবি প্রিাতশ্ত িরা হে, ফবিা-আপ স্টামডজ ো ভমেষেবতর গবেষণা়ে প্রকাবশর জিে আরও এমগব়ে র্া়ে, তবে সিি রডটা আবরা রেশ 

মকেুমিি ররফাবরন্স মহসাবে েেেহার করার জিে একটি মিরাপি এেং মিরাপত্তা সম্বতলত জা়েগা়ে সংরক্ষণ করা হবে । েেমিগত তথে শুধুিাত্র 

িাস্টাসজ মশক্ষািমেশ গবেষক এেং তার সুপারভাইসার প্রবসস করবেি ভমেষেৎ গবেষণার প্রব়োজিবোবধ। অিে রকওই এই েেমিগত তথে 

েেেহাবরর অিুিমত পাবেি িা ) 

Your rights (আপন্ার অকিকার ) 

So long as you can be identified in the collected data, you have the right to: (র্তক্ষণ িা আপমি সংগৃহীত 

রডটাবত মচমিত হবত পাবরি, আপিার অমধকার আবে) 

- access the personal data that is being processed about you. (আপিার সম্পবকজ  প্রমি়ো করা হবে এিি 

েেমিগত রডটা অোবেস করলত পারলবন ।) 
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- request that your personal data be deleted. (আপিার েেমিগত তথে িুবে রফিার অিুবরাধ করসত পারলবন ।) 

- request that incorrect personal data about you be corrected/rectified. (অিুবরাধ করসত পারলবন রর্ 

আপিার সম্পবকজ  ভুি েেমিগত তথে সংবশাধি বা পতরর্ািম ন করার । ) 

- receive a copy of your personal data (data portability), and (আপিার েেমিগত রডটার একটি অিুমিমপ 

গ্রহণ করসত পারলবন (রডটা েহিবর্াগেতা), এেং) 

- send a complaint to the Data Protection Officer or The Norwegian Data Protection 

Authority regarding the processing of your personal data. (আপিার েেমিগত রডটা প্রমি়োকরবণর মেষব়ে 

রডটা সুরক্ষা অমফসার ো িরওব়েমজ়োি রডটা সুরক্ষা কতৃজ পবক্ষর কাবে একটি অমভবর্াগ পাঠাসত পারলবন) 

 

What gives us the right to process your personal data? (নি আমাদেরকক আপিার বযনিগত তথ্য প্রনিয়া 

িরার অনিিার কেয়?) 

We will process your personal data based on your consent. (আিরা আপিার সম্মমতর মভমিবত আপিার েেমিগত 

রডটা প্রমি়ো করে ।) 

Based on an agreement with NTNU(Norwegian University of Science and Technology), Data 

Protection Services has assessed that the processing of personal data in this project is in accordance 

with data protection legislation. (NTNU (িরওব়েমজ়োি ইউমিভামসজটি অফ সাব়েন্স অোন্ড রটকবিািমজ) এর সাবথ একটি 

চুমির মভমিবত রডটা সুরক্ষা পমরবষোগুমি িূিো়েি কবরবে রর্ এই প্রকবে েেমিগত রডটা প্রমি়োকরণ রডটা সুরক্ষা আইি অিুসাবর হ়ে ।) 

 

Where can I find out more? (কিাথ্ায় আনম আরও জািদত পানর?) 

If you have questions about the project or want to exercise your rights, contact: আপিার র্নে প্রিে 

সম্পদিয  প্রশ্ন থ্াদি বা আপিার অনিিার প্রদয়াগ িরদত চাি, কর্াগাদর্াগ িরুি: 

• NTNU (Norwegian University of Science and Technology) via M Kamrul Ahsan (MSc. In 

Global Health), email:mkah@stud.ntnu.no, Cell: +4746237989(Norway), 

+8801988300107(Bangladesh), Supervisor: Gørill Haugan Professor, Ph.D., RN Head of the 

Division of Nursing (Bachelor) and Vocational Health Studies NTNU-Department of Public 

Health and Nursing Address: Post-box 8905, 7491 Trondheim, Norway e-mail: 

gorill.haugan@ntnu.no Phone: +47 73 41 21 58 Cell: +47 975 03 375. (NTNU-িরওদয়নজয়াি 

ইউনিিানসযটি অফ সাদয়ন্স অযান্ড কটিদিালনজ) এম িামরুল আহসাি (এমএসনস ইি কলাবাল কহলথ্), ইলর্ইল: 
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mkah@stud.ntnu.no, কসল: +৪৭৪৬২৩৭৯৮৯ (িরওদয়), +৮৮০১৯৮৮৩০০১০৭ (বাাংলাদেশ), সুপারিাইজার: গনরল 

হাউগাি, প্রদফসর, নপএইচ.নে., িানসযাং (স্নাতি) এবাং কিাদিশিাল কহলথ্ স্টানেজ এিটিএিইউ- নেপাটয দমন্ট অফ পাবনলি 

কহলথ্ অযান্ড িানসযাং নবিাদগর প্রিাি, আরএি । ঠিিািা: কপাস্ট-বক্স ৮৯০৫, ৭৪৯১ - ট্রন্ডদহম, িরওদয়। ই-কমইল: 

gorill.haugan@ntnu.no কফাি: +৪৭৭৩৪১২১৫৮ সর্াবাইল: +৪৭৯৭৫০৩৩৭৫ । 

• Our Data Protection Officer: Thomas Helgesen, Data protection officer, Director Organization 

and Infrastructure, email: thomas.helgesen@ntnu.no, cell:+4793079038, Address: 

Sluppenveien 12B/C, Møllenberg 4 etg, Trondheim (আমাদের কেটা কপ্রাদটিশি অনফসার: থ্মাস 

কহলদগদসি, কেটা সুরক্ষা অনফসার, নেদরক্টর অগযািাইদজশি অযান্ড ইিফ্রাস্ট্রািচার, ইদমল: 

thomas.helgesen@ntnu.no, সর্াবাইল:+ ৪৭৯৩০৭৯০৩৮ ঠিিািা: স্লুলেনলভইলেন, ১২ তব/তস, সর্াললনবাগম ৪থ্ম তলা, 

ট্রিলহইর্ । ) 

• Data Protection Services, by email: (personverntjenester@sikt.no) or by telephone: +47 53 21 

15 00. (কেটা সুরক্ষা পনরদষবা, ইদমদলর মািযদম: (personverntjenester@sikt.no) বা কটনলদফাদির মািযদম: 

+৪৭৫৩২১১৫০০ । 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

আপনার অনুগত, 

 

 

 

Project Leader / সুপারভাইসর   Student (if applicable)/ তশ্ক্ষানতবশ্ সাক্ষাৎ গ্রহণিারীর সাক্ষর 

(Researcher/supervisor) 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

mailto:thomas.helgesen@ntnu.no
mailto:personverntjenester@sikt.no
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Appendix vi. Consent form (সম্মকত ফমে) 

I have received and understood information about the project “A qualitative study in Bangladesh 

about the everyday life experiences of family caregivers of adult individuals with a physical 

disability.”  and have been given the opportunity to ask questions. I give consent: (আমি "শারীমরকভাবে 

(চিাচবি ো কাজকবিজ) অসক্ষি প্রাপ্তে়েস্ক েেমিবির পামরোমরক পমরচর্জাকারীবির তিিমিি জীেবির অমভজ্ঞতা সম্পবকজ  োংিাবিবশ একটি 

গুণগত গবেষণা ।" প্রকে সম্পবকজ  তথে রপব়েমে এেং েুঝবত রপবরমে এেং প্রশ্ন করার সুবর্াগ রিও়ো হব়েবে। আমি সম্মমত মিমে) 

 to participate in the interview. (ইন্টারমভউবত অংশগ্রহণ করবত ।) 

 for the audio recording of the interview. (সাক্ষাৎকাবরর অমডও ররকমডজ ংব়ের জিে । ) 

 for my personal data to be processed outside Bangladesh. (আিার েেমিগত তথে োংিাবিবশর োইবর 

প্রবসস করার জিে ।) 

 for information about me/myself (age group, occupation, living area) to be published in a 

way that I can be recognized. (আিার/আিার সম্পবকজ  তবথের জিে (ে়েস গ্রুপ, রপশা, েসোবসর এিাকা) একটি 

উপাব়ে প্রকাশ করা হবে ।)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 for my personal data to be stored after the end of the project for follow-up studies and 

future references. (ফবিা-আপ অধে়েি এেং ভমেষেবতর ররফাবরবন্সর জিে প্রকে রশষ হও়োর পবর আিার েেমিগত রডটা 

সংরক্ষণ করার জিে ।) 

 that I will not be benefited financially from the institute (CRP) or the researcher himself. 

রর্ আমি ইিমস্টটিউট (CRP) ো গবেষক মিবজ রথবক আমথজকভাবে উপকৃত হে িা । 

 that I know who and where to contact if I have any queries about the study and my rights 

or want to discontinue my participation and opt-out of the study. (রর্ আমি জামি রর্ অধে়েি এেং 

আিার অমধকার সম্পবকজ  আিার রকাি প্রশ্ন থাকবি ো আিার অংশগ্রহণ েন্ধ করবত এেং অধে়েি রথবক অপ্ট-আউট করবত চাইবি 

কার এেং রকাথা়ে রর্াগাবর্াগ করবত হবে । ) 

I give consent for my personal data to be processed until the end date of the project, approx. mid-

2023. (আমি আিার েেমিগত রডটা প্রকবের রশষ তামরি পর্জন্ত প্রমি়ো করার জিে সম্মমত মিমে, সেো প্রা়ে, ২০২৩ সাবির িাঝািামঝ। ) 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(Signed by participant, date)/ (অিংশ্গ্রহণিারীর স্বাক্ষর ও তাতরখ) 




